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Six People on a Trampoline
My hair dances in the wind
Like waves in the ocean
The soldiers tap their feet
Like tap dancers on a basketball court
The basketball jumps
Like people on a trampoline
The rock skips across the lake
Like girls going to their tree house
My heart pumps blood
Like Superman pumps his muscles
The door squeaks
Like clarinets in a band.
Zack Walls
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About this Anthology
WITS, now in its 27th year, is overseen by Professor Emeritus James
Whitehead and staffed by graduate students in the Programs in Creative
Writing at the University of Arkansas. Led by co-directors Sean Chapman
and Alison Pelegrin, the WITS staff is united in their goal to encourage
and guide Arkansas students as they explore their imaginations and transform their natural creativity into poetry and fiction. WITS is funded with
a grant from The Walton Family Foundation, Inc. and matching money
from the University of Arkansas.

In 1998-1999, Arkansas Writers in the Schools continued its decades-long
practice of visiting a wide variety of schools around the state, reaching
nearly 6,500 elementary, junior high school and high school students. Our
29 writers completed two-day residencies in 65 schools across the state
and completed return visits to five schools in the Delta region.

Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of the state's students,
teachers, and administrators who contributed to the program's success
during the past school year.
The WITS staff also thanks those at the University of Arkansas who have
contributed time and effort towards the program and the production of
this anthology, particularly Chad Andrews, Dr. Charles Adams, and the
staff of Printing Services.
To the best of our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of student
work. Although editors do correct spelling and some grammar errors, no
other intentional changes are made in the poems during the production of
this anthology.
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Acorn Elementary
Acorn
Faculty Contact: Rita Branch
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & Bill Notter

I'm a monkey

I get in trouble when I take bananas from kids.
I know that some people don't like me because I bug them.
And most of all I sometimes live in cages in the zoo, but I hate it.
But, most of all I love bananas.

Brittney Watts

A Leaf
One day, a leaf
Fell from an old gum tree

Pluto

Sarah cried with glee

I went to Pluto yesterday
It was real cold
I smelled the ice
I tasted the ice
It was very cold
I heard something clicking together
It was my teeth
I even had my polar bear coat on
It was still cold
My steaks I just took out of
the gas stove were frozen.
So don't go to Pluto because
it's very cold.

To see her red leaf had fallen,
All covered with pollen.

Crystal Lynn Thacker

Jerrod Posey
I Am a Rottweiler
I stay warm in the winter, and cool in summer.
I eat at least 4 times a day.
I get lots of love and attention.
I sometimes tear up furniture. IT
WAS AN ACCIDENT!

Steven Sanchez
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Yellow

smells like a lemon
it tastes like a yellow sucker
it sounds like a pebble when it breaks
it feels like a rug

Jon C.

Superman

Did you know that he plays Barbie with
his children and he never changes his
underwear?

Messina Nottke
Star
It would look

bright, it would sound
crackly, it would feel hot.
It would taste like brussels sprouts and
smell like a wet dog.

Jessica Hembree

Dad

My Dad dreams of having fun with his kids
shooting guns, going bowling, going swimming,
in a creek so blue it's cold,
he's always wanted to make lots of money to take
us to Disney World or Silver Dollar City.

Aaron Kimberlin
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Ahlf Junior High
Searcy
Faculty Contact: Mrs. Cathy Lavender
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Jamie Simpson
I am a Newt
shy and quiet,
hardly ever noticed,
yellow, bright,
yet cowardly.
The Fields Were Bare
I am a cricket

always breaking the silence.
I am the annoying racket

that keeps you awake.
I am a caged bird.

Set me free
and watch me fly,
unpredictable, hidden,
one with the background,
a chameleon.

A sense of comfort at dusk,

the sparkling scarves on dancing mice,
the foamy cold water drenching honeysuckle,
the shiny, slender dimples lit up
as the edge of the wind blew past.
Geese do migrate in a fling
when the slashes of grumble flow from the husks.
The tumbleweed swallows the rim of the sun.

Erin Holifield
Thinking

Kyle Farmer

It is the dancing on edge

and the shiny honeysuckle
wrapped in scarves
of green fields.
The comfort when migrating south
flows like cold water
in the bare dusk of night
when only swallows are present
in the slender sky.

Starlight
Starlight is dimes and quarters in the sky,
drifting somewhere far away
through the day and through the night.
I ask them why they' re there,
and they reply to me through the darkest night,
we're here to make everything alright.

Brandon Middleton
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Ashlee Wiseman

They Weren't Going to Migrate at All
Finding Me

I am the jaguar
running at the speed of light.
Catch me, the flowing stream,
for I am the field
you walk in.
It is the moonbeams
I hide behind so often.
When you find me
and run,
I am the music
traveling through the wind.
I am the world,
all emerald and blue,
spinning, not knowing
what to do.
Reach out and touch me,
I am your fingerprint.

Ashlee Wiseman

The mice of the dancing winds
slender and tall
weren't going to migrate at all.
They would grumble
and tumble,
dance on the edge of the great ditch
eating honeysuckle after honeysuckle,
but as the wind came
the mice got cold,
but no
they weren't going to migrate at all.
They put on coats
and scarves,
but they weren't going to migrate at all.
The water got cold,
the wind was nippy,
there was no comfort,
but they weren' t going to migrate at all.
Their leader, mad as he could be,
took the fling.
There went one mouse,
another two,
soon all were gone,
so the mice had to migrate after all.

April Richardson

The Swallows Ran Toward the Edge of Dusk

The geese, they migrate into the dancing sky
near the fields that dance around
the cold, foamy water.
The mice comfort each other in the cold,
dreary ditches of December while children
dance in their scarves.
The husks of corn no longer remained,
for the slender winter had slashed through them.
The mumbling honeysuckle has also left us
to face this dimpled rim of cold.

Ashley Connell
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Ahlf Junior High Return Trip
Searcy
Faculty Contact: Mrs. Cathy Lavender
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Jamie Simpson
Questionable Story

For almost 500 years or so, I have known my friend Greg. We live in a nice
neighborhood on the semi-dark side of Neptune. Greg and I are both almost nine feet
tall. Our football team has been undefeated for almost 200 years. Our pads are beginning to tear up.
One day we decided to have a swimming party for another friend, Henry, at the
equator (It is the only place we can find melted ice on this planet). Although it will
take six weeks to get there in our Viper, it will be worth the trip. For almost a day,
Henry kept asking, "When are we going to be there?" I nearly pulled over to the side
of the road and slapped him in the face and said, "Stop acting like a fifty-year old!"
After the first half of the trip, we had a flat tire when we crashed into a canyon
on the other side of a big volcano. We had to call for a new tire fro}U Earth because the
tires on this planet are too expensive. It took an entire day to get the tire here and on
the car. By that time it was almost dark, so we had to wait another week before the
sun came out and thawed out the road. I was so infuriated by the Earthlings that I
called them on my mobile phone and said, "That was the longest time that I have ever
waited to get a tire here! I am going to release a plague that will wipe out your race if
you don't give me a refund on that!"
Eventually, they got the message after I said it forty times. Those Earthlings
can't understand anything- including our language. They refused qu ickly!
Immediately, we sent the plague to Earth. They have done it to us 12 times, and one of
those plagues killed my cousin.
In no time at all they had their battle ships here, bu t they had forgotten how
cold it was here compared to Earth. They ended up freezing to death in abou t a
minute.
After that incident, we finally got to the equ ator and had the swimming party.
It ended up being a blast.
Henry said, "Guys, I never had a better time."

Josh Wright
Grandpa's Story

"I remember being abducted once. I was fourteen. I was lying in my bed
when the aliens sucked me right out of my window. Once I was inside, an alien
greeted me with some kind of gibberish. I think he said something about my mother,
so I socked him in the nose, or where his nose was supposed to be. Then the alien ... "
Knock, knock.
"Good afternoon, Mr. McMartin. It's time for your medication," a doctor
interrupted.
"See you tomorrow, Grandpa," Joe said, leaving the room.

Kyle Farmer
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Weight Decline on Hostess

A hunchback lizard was dragging a very large sack, which was kicking and
screaming, into a large chamber. The lizard stopped because it heard a shrill voice.
"Do you have her?" snapped Dr. Really Really Evil.
"Yessss, Master," replied the tired lizard.
"Excellent," said Dr. Really Really Evil as he kicked the large sack then
jumped back, holding his foot while yelling. The sack didn't move an inch because it
held Princess Honeybun, the largest princess on planet Hostess in the galaxy of
Powdered Doughnut.
Meanwhile, back on Hostess, King Dong had called Super Johnny Spaceman
to rescue his daughter.
"I know this will be," he paused to take a bite out of his twinkie, "a hard mission for you."
"No, it will be a piece of apple pie," said Super Johnny Spaceman as he ran
toward his spaceship, Snowball.
Less than a few hours in hyperdrive, Super Johnny Spaceman arrived at Dr.
I ally Really Evil's secret fortress located on an asteroid. He shot the guardian
hzards at the front gate of Princess Honeybun's cell. He walked in to find Princess
Honeybun propped up against a wall eating a box of cupcakes.
"Oh! You came to save me," she said with a mouthful of cupcakes while
spraying crumbs everywhere.
"This is probably my grossest mission ever," said a disgusted Super Johnny
Spaceman.
"Not so fast," came the shrill voice of Dr. Really Really Evil.
"Hey! How do you expect me to move fast with that thing?" asked Super
Johnny Spaceman as he pointed over his shoulder at Princess Honeybun. At that
very moment, Dr. Really Really Evil came running toward Super Johnny Spaceman,
vho moved out of the way and tripped Dr. Really Really Evil, causing him to fly
:u-ough the cell window and off the asteroid. While, he fell he yelled, "You haven't
een the last of meeeeeee!"
"Oh!" said Super Johnny Spaceman to Princess Honeybun with a shocked
expression.
"What is it Super Johnny Spaceman?" cooed Princess Honeybun.
"We have a minor difficulty," said Super Johnny Spaceman.
"What kind of difficulty?" answered Princess Honeybun.
"I can't fit you into my spaceship!" exclaimed Super Johnny Spaceman.

Clayton Shafer
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Anna Strong Elementary
Marianna
Faculty Contact: Del Duncan
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & Sean Chapman
The Volcano
One day I went to a volcano
with my dog. We travelled a long
way. When we got there we saw
bubblies. As we went it got hotter
and hotter. We finally made it to the top.
We almost fell. Something popped on my
face. I tasted it. Then my dog fell in.
So I ran and I was sad. When I went
home my mom asked me "Where
is Fluffy?" I told her I don't know
and she was going far, far away.
I missed Fluffy.

Pluto
am on my way to Pluto
get there it's cold freezing
lay down on my stomach
lick it my tongue gets stuck
My captain gets a blow dryer
and tries to melt Pluto I tell him no.

I
I
I
I

Dana Foreman

Tiffany Smith

A Clock
I would like to be a clock. But I
would be tired every day. I would be tired
of moving all the time. I would
want to be cut off. I probably stop moving.
A clock smell like old people. Old people

stink some of them. Some is all right.

Shalisha Williams

Flea
There was a flea on a dog's back.
The dog scratched next to a horse. The horse ran into
the bam in the country of Kansas. Suddenly, the
sky fell, the clouds went away.

Jessica Wade
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TV

I would like to be inside a TV
I could go from channel to channel.
I could go to shows that have jewelry, and food.
People would see me on every channel.
It smells like rotten shrimp.
It tastes like poison.
Everything and everyone are fake phonies,
and everyone lies.

Catherine McClinton

I Want to Know

I want to see what it's like in
a black hole. If it is round like a ball.
Or if it is square like a box. I want
to know if it is quiet or if it is loud.
I want to know if it is real or not
real. I want to know if somebody
ever went in there. I want to know
if I will go in there. I just want
to know.

Atille Green
The Monkey
I like myself because I
can eat all the bright yellow
bananas I want. I like myself
because I am a very pretty
brown and all the male monkeys
like me. I like myself because I
live in a nice zoo called
Memphis Zoo. I don't like when
it gets very cold because
people stop coming to see me.

(untitled)

If I flew to the top of the universe

I would reach down, taste the dirt and
live there for the rest of my life.
I'd get me a dogcat that would cry like
a baby. It would be a rainbow dog. But
there would be something strange about me.
I will howl like a wolf every Halloween.

Shari Noel

Alisha Miller
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Arch Ford Education Cooperative
Plumerville
Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler, Bethany Edstrom,
Paul Bone & Brenda Moossy

Body
What is happening? I'm somewhere
but there is no one around.
I see faces in my mind but
no bodies.
I see me in a room of doctors
but no tools.
Where am I? What is this place called?
I see funny looking cats
with glasses and clothes
but hear no meow.
I am in one piece but every
part of me is somewhere else.
My heart is a sea of blood.
I remember friends from the
past but they are no more.
My brain is a classroom
getting knowledge that now
is not there.
My legs are running from
the horror surrounding me.
I run in my mind but my
legs stay in place.
My arms grab for hopes and
dreams that will never come.
My stomach craves twinkies
but it doesn't growl.
My body speaks to me
but I don't move, I just
stand there and cry.
I want to go home, but I
know I can't, my body wants
these things so I must give it
what it wants before I have
a future before I have a life.
I am a body of wants.

The Fish-House

The heavy oak door, scarred with
spontaneous artistic bits that cover either
side, efficiently muffles the inner
sounds of Billie Holiday and pounding feet,
to the outside. Though not a bright
building, it shines with the light from
inside. As you enter, the sweet southern
waitress with dark skin and almost black
eyes tells you it's open seating tonight.
You look for a table as you push through
the crowds of jumping around. You find
one on the wall under a painting of a
mother holding her baby to her chest,
her hands protecting it from the world.
A cook whizzes by and the sweet smell
of shrimp teases your nose and your taste
buds. No menus here. Just what you
want. The walls stick out covered with
pictures of southern essence
that only lives here. You lose yourself
in the Billie Holiday and find yourself on the
wooden dance floor not made for the
use it has obtained. Once again you're
gone, in the Fish-house.

Jill Armstead

Lindsey Thomson
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The Animal Dream

I was out in the 100 acre wood hunting for a bear and the game warden carne
and shot me.
Then I was in a hospital in a roller coaster going 120 miles an hour being
pushed by Great Danes.
I lay on a hospital bed letting cougars put leeches and maggots on my wounds.
I get to the police station where the game warden was arrested by goldfish.
I try to go horne, but I'm told I'm on the wrong planet.
I need psychological help.
The psychiatrist is a tiger and roars at me.
I need to go horne.
The pizza won't open the door.
I'm in big trouble.
The Pond

Matthew Hicks

The water is crisp and calm
A frog sweeps across a rock
A single crack of leaves stirs the water.

My Grandma's Famous Yard

My grandma has a yard full
of flowers that form a tie-die
union of colors. The flowers fit
so perfectly it looks like a
Picasso painting. She has to
tend to them every day to
get them that way.
My grandma also has a huge
garden. She has huge tomatoes,
squash,okra,onions,peppers,and
lettuce. People come from miles
away just to pick some. My
grandma is known for her
hospitality and kindness. She
lets strangers pick them for free.
The way my grandma grows
this is by making this huge
potion of grandma's homemade
garden grow and it makes them
tum out this way.

Jessica McBride

A bird flies across this vast space of peace
as a deer leaps through the wet
hands of the grass.

Catherine Johnson

Gretel

When I was in the woods,
I heard wolves howling and owls screeching,
I saw scary trees and the ground
looked like it was moving,
I felt Hansel's face and the trees.
I tasted of the stranger's house
I ate the cookies and treats of it.

Brittany Polk
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Boredom Becomes Me

My sight glazes over
from the tire of staring
at a glaring monotone screen.
My mind strays from the work,
remembering my childhood days
when I used to daydream in school
I would become a neurosurgeon or
an African princess.
My days were filled with wonder and excitement.
I sense every motion of nature
but nothing moves
an eye d oesn 't__hl.m k
a leg does not quiver.
Blankets of boredom cover me
I'm cut off from a real life.
Shadows slip silently across my face.
The world is so quiet that
I think I hear the earth rumbling within itself.
It feels like meDeathly still outside
and rumbling with a lifetime of memories inside.
I close my eyes
And listen to space

Siloam Springs Church Camp

The food there is like homemade
food.
Some of t:'""Le bed frames are

made of wood and are like
you're on Noah's ark.
The creek is very long and
minnows eat your spit.

Stephanie Haltom

Jessica Schrock
Optimistic Adam

How can I blame you, my love.
After alt you were made for me.
Made from me. I don't find fault
in you. Temptation is strong. Temptation
was the start of it all. And
I speak not of our earthly temptation,
but of the one in heaven. The one
that made the serpent overcome with
jealousy. The serpent fell. You fell.
I fell. We all fell. The point is,
we fell. But we live. And we
know what we live for. Most importantly
who we live for. One mistake
sealed our fate on earth, but
not our fate for eternity. I
hold no grudge my love. Don't despair.
It will soon be forgotten.

Jacob Reyes
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Poem
I couldn't resist
that eye-catching fruit
that smelled so sweet.
It was more beautiful than
anything I had seen before.
I tried to fight it,
to push the thought of it away.
I avoided it,
but only with great struggle.
Somehow, I was drawn to it
like gravity draws things to
the ground.
I got careless and slipped into its pull
the fruit was so sweet in my mouth
I savored it.
I begged him to try it.
How could he resist?
Then, it became bitter in my stomach.
I felt sick with fear
for I realized my mistake
and he realized it too.
He will never forgive me.
It has been years since that dreadful day
when our lives were destroyed.
We no longer share the sweet, innocent love
we once had
instead, we are bitter
The Coin
and rotting in the stomach of life.
Erin Wangle

The Hands
I was looking for

my sock when two
hands came from under
my bed. They danced a
dance I didn't
understand. Soon,
another hand
came out with
my sock laid
flat on its palm.
I snatched it and
began to stomp the hands
with bare feet. I
screamed at them for
stealing my sock and made
sure the sock wasn't harmed.
The hands never reappeared
again.
April Myers

The coin wafted down through the air,
and hung there, little and faint, on a slippery rock,
in a roaring river
in a small village
in the middle of nowhere.
A small, red and blue butterfly
soared down to the coin
to carry it off.
But one tiny leg
got caught in the current,
and dragged along the stream,
but finally broke free.
A small beige-colored falcon
swooped down for the bug,
and scooped up the little red and blue butterfly,
and choked on him halfway through.
Will Dougherty
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Augusta Elementary
Augusta
Faculty Contact: John James
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Bethany Edstrom
Dream
As I walk through the hall
Wind chilling my blood
At once everything goes silent
I hear footsteps through that changing wall,
I peek behind the camera
And to my surprise
I see a creature with big golden eyes.

K.atrell Emerson

Dreams of Karissa
She dreams
Of getting married.
She dreams
Of having kids.
She dreams
Of love.

Shanika Higgins

Football
When I play football with my brother
I feel my feet running, I can feel the ball
In my hand and I can feel my brother
Tackle me and it hurts me when he does that.
But I keep it in and get up like a man
And I get grass in my mouth
But I still get up like a man.
I will keep in a cry
I will smell wet grass when I play.

Heather Allen
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Cheerleader

When I cheerlead
I feel the coldness running through my body
I see a crowd of people watching up
And I taste the gum going round and round
In my mouth.
When I yell out the cheers
I feel my loud screams.
I smell the food.
I touch my pom-pom
And I hear the crowd yelling
For the team.

My Bike
My bike rides like a mare
And sounds like a rusty car
Dragging down the road.

Miranda Woods

JoBraden Gibbs

Peaches

Round, ripe, and sweet,
Fuzzy, juicy, and good to eat
In orchards, in warm weather
Hugging the ground like dust
On a feather.

Bradley Robertson

When I Duck Hunt

When I duck hunt,
I feel free.
I see ducks and
Taste the fresh air of morning.
When I duck hunt, I smell mud.
I touch my gun and hear a gunfire.
Ba-boom.
The duck falls.

Jared Wood
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Augusta Elementary Return Trip
Augusta
Faculty Contact: John James
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Bethany Edstrom
What the Easter Bunny Might Do
Easter Bunny, I love your style.
Every Easter you make me smile
Hopping down the Bunny trail,
delivering eggs without fail.
Hippity hop,
I see your ears flop.
To the left, to the right,
down over your eyes so bright.
Bring me, something oh so silly.
How about a bonnet covered
with lilies.
Even candy would be dandy,
a new easter basket would be
handy.
So, thanks Easter Bunny for
a great stash.
How about next Easter bring
me some cash.

A

A looks like a giant mushroom.
It also looks like a tower.
And when I look down
I get scared.

Gordon Smith

Kellie Farnsworth

Hansel
I thought I was so smart putting
those pebbles out. Those noises
were scary. But the candy was so
good. And it looked so good. And the
witch was stupid; she didn't know
that was a chicken bone. And we put
her in the oven. And the candy smelled
so good. And I found out we are all
so smart.

Cecil Chandler
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Q
Q looks like a balloon
and like a porthole with a
pencil sticking through it.

Memphis

David Alan Dawson

Lawn Mower
A lawn mower is like a goat as it cuts
and grinds eating the grass and spitting it
out if the grass could shout it would
probably say let me out, let me out as it
brr, brr, brrs it kind of gets on my
nerves as it makes its big curves if
the grass could talk it would scream
and weep, it would make you freak.

John Golden

Blue is True

Blue is true; it looks like a hard
rock just sitting there. Blue is true;
it smells like raspberries. Blue is true
and it tastes like purple grapes. Blue
is true, you just want to touch it
because it looks like a big bubble
just sitting there. Blue is true
because when you're sad, it makes
you happy that's why it's blue true.

Candice White
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Memphis is a town
that's more like a name
for a sea.
But just beneath your feet
you feel that it' s land.
Roaring lions beneath you.
You don' t know they may
like red meat, that smells
like your feet.
The sky is blue,
I can tie my shoe
but I can' t feel you.

Raven Hearton

Ballman Elementary
Fort Smith
Faculty Contact Billie Warrick
Visiting Writers: Melanie McDonald & Carol Sickman-Garner
If the Sky Were an Ocean

If the sky were an ocean then an airplane
would have to become a submarine. If the raindrops
that come out of the sky were fish, then instead
of umbrellas people would have to carry around
fishing nets and fishing poles. If the clouds were
sand, then people would be suntanning, playing and doing
stuff on the clouds. And if the sky were an ocean
I would have been there before!

Caroline Shipley

Sadness
Grumpy Spider

Sadness is like
rain on a Saturday morning
Sadness is a like a belly
shirt in the winter
Sadness is like voices
in your ear telling you about
your hair
Sadness smells like a
wet dog on a Monday afternoon Sadness tastes like green
beans in a pot of chili

I am a spider.
I can' t see why
people like to
squish me or poison
me. I don't know
why they made
"Itsy Bitsy Spider."
Every day it is
the same thing.
Catch a fly,
wrap it up,
and preserve it.
What I want
to be is a praying
mantis. Really, they
pray about 10 times
a day. That's what
I want to be.

Monica Hickey

Steven McNeal
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Rattle Snake
I am a rattlesnake.
They all expect me to be fierce.
When my rattle goes off
they all run.
Screaming noises scare me
so much.
I wish I could be an
Iguana. No one is scared
of iguanas.
People don't run and scream.
They are not scared of a
vicious bite.
I wish I could have legs and
arms.

I wish I could live with a
happier life.
But I am a rattle snake
and I have to live with that.

(untitled)
Well here I am, I'm a dragon. And I hate
it more than anything. Everywhere I go Ahhhh!
Ahhhh! Ahhhh! People are always screaming.
I went to town last week just to get a lamb
for dinner. I just wanted to pick out one of
the little sick ones But No! They have to call
in some professional dragon slayer. I've got
two words for you king whatever-your-name-is.
Bad Aim! That's right. Your dragon slayer
you paid to slay me couldn't hit a dragon if
his life depended on it. Plus I'm not even
a ferocious dragon.

Dallas Doudy

Amanda Martin
The Big Bad Wolf
I'm the Big Bad Wolf,
and I'm supposed to go eat pigs at 2 p.m.
but I think pigs are slimy.
Then they made me trick Red Riding Hood,
but she won't give me any apples.
So I think I'll go audition for Beauty
and the Beast.
Maybe Beauty will let me be a
vegetarian.

Lana Loukota

If People Were Pies
If people were pies they would eat each other.
They would throw themselves at each other.
If they sat down they'd get pie on the chairs.
They would be big and round.
It wouldn't be good if people were pies.

Luke Gramlich
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Benton Junior High
Benton
Faculty Contact: Shirley Maxwell
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & James Katowich

Some Notes on Freedom

Think of a robin
flying over a lake at sun rise,
no cares in its head
just the warmth of the sun on it.
Think of a fish swimming
in the cool water knowing it
will not be caught

Some Notes on Loneliness

Think of a bear just escaping
from a zoo, making its way to the
woods, strolling down the dusty
back roads to its true home.

Think of the scarecrow
In the middle of a ten-acre plot.
He stands there in the winter
Not given a second thought.

Dustin Rainsey

Think of the polar bear
Wandering in the snow.
He doesn't care about the ones
That he will never know.
Think about the stars.
They seem to know each other.
But even though they seem a group,
They are not friends nor brothers.

David Parker
Boys at Fifteen

Boys at fifteen
learn to love a girl's touch.
They feel the acceleration of their first truck.
They rediscover girls.
Something is filling them,
something that sounds like a first kiss.

Michael Wilson
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P.T. Barnu m's Lion Trouble
I am P.T. Barnum and I have a lion
that won't shut up.
All it ever does is Roar and Roar
and charge the bars of its cage.
The trainers and I, we don't know what to do.
It won't shut up, it can't do shows.
It scares the little kids away.
They run screaming to their mothers.
Yesterday it almost broke out.
Its cage started to break
while it charged the bars.
It had blood streaming down its shoulder
from the busy business of charging the bars.
But it would not stop, it would not stop.
We finally tranquilized the beast.
It paces and paces its cage.
The stupid stupid children.
They provoke the beast
and finally it can't be held by the tranquilizers.
It bursts free and charges the bars
Trying and trying to get at the stupid stupid children
who prod and poke at it with sticks and stones.
One day, I know.
One day soon one of the stupid stupid children will
not move back fast enough.
One day the beast will snap.
Girls at Fourteen
The beast will reach out of its cage
And the stupid stupid children will be there
Girls at fourteen learn
still poking and prodding with the sharp sticks.
to wash dishes
And the lion will hurt the children
with a new sponge.
because the trainer and I are not there
They feel animals chewing
To stop the stupid stupid children
at their ankles
from poking and prodding the beast
as they walk the road of life.
into its rage of hate
They rediscover
where it charges the bars and will not stop.
there is not always
a stop s1gn
Michael Crenshaw
at every comer and tum
in the road.
Somethmg is filling them,
something that sounds like
loud drums
being played by the rock band
that is just starting practice
in the freshly painted garage.

Lona Raper
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Bradford Elementary
Bradford
Faculty Contact: Nolan Brown
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Brenda Moossy
Fear
Fear is meeting with a grizzly in a pitchblack cave.
Hearing a wolf how1 to the moon, or
meeting a dead man's maid.
Fear is meeting with a lion, meeting him
at any time.
Lost in a long, dark, jungle, it
just sends a chill down your spine.
Fear is hearing knocking, but you
know it's something more.
Walking into a small dark room,
you know there's death knocking at your door.
Fear is sadness, breaking down
in tears.
It's driving down the road
when you've drunk a glass of beer.
Fear is walking down a dark, dark
scary road.
You jump in fear; you didn't know
it was a toad.
Matt Tanner

How Fred Got His Legs
Fred was walking through the forest
on his hands when he met a chameleon.
It said, "Let me bite you and I'll
give you legs." Fred said, "What's legs?"
and the chameleon said, "Like hands
but on the bottom of your body you
walk on." Fred let the chameleon
bite him and he had these weird
long things that went out of control.
And after a while, he got to where he
could walk on them.

Darrell Walls
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Fear

Love

The taste of another
person's blood in your throat.

Love is something that happens
a lot.

Steven Jones

It is one of those things
that is sick and nasty.
But when you fall in love
your eyes just light up.
It is one of those things

that makes you feel very
weird.
Love is like swinging
on a broken swing.

(untitled)
If my right hand were a

Love is like the snow
on a cold Christmas day.

bear and my left hand were
its prey, then he'd need such
little time to roam and jump
and play. If my eyes were
rolling tumbleweeds and
my hair a grassy plain,
I'd be afraid to let him
prowl because to him its
just a game. If my ears
were tons of sugar and
my skin baked crust then
there'd be no time to walk
and jump for the earth
would be all dust.

Kayla Glaze

Mandy Hart
Girls

They think their hair is the most important
thing. Their clothes can never be wrinkled.
They always want whatever they want.
But, I guess they are not so bad after all.

Brett Black
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Bradford Elementary Return Trip
Bradford
Faculty Contact: Nolan Brown
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Alison Pelegrin
(untitled)

The shoulder of the drive
And the shoulder of the
driver shiver like the
cool breeze on a winter
morning as we drove
by I could see marigolds
smiling at me.

Ligh t
The light dove through the
red window.
It had a dark color like that of
a blackberry.
Each ray mimicked the other
as it dove through the red window
in my room.

Lindsey Michelle

Ashley Sarringer

You

your eyes are like big blue rivers,
your eyes are as soft as a pillow
your hair looks like sand
I love you
(untitled)

Alisha Luellen
The velvet spider standing
on its velvet web. Waiting
for the blackberry fly.
Singing and loving the taste of
the prey wiggling its
way out of the velvet web
but can't get away.
The spiders preying upon
the blackberry fly. Trying
then Bang Boom hearing
the cry of torture then
all was over.

Kasey Harmon
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War (Crisis in Kosovo)
Shots are heard
People hurt
Blood coming out
with a spurt
Prisoners taken
beaten and slain
You shouldn't
laugh, this is no game.
Mothers cry out
for family, and for
the ending of
this harsh, bitter war.

Matt Turner

Goodbye
Is it like pounding your heart on
the floor? Goodbye, a harsh word.
Needles pecking my throat when
I speak it. Goodbye is dark
and cold like a blackberry. Turning
your shoulder away. Goodbye is
a closed box with no light.

Lindsey Warden

(untitled)
The sky is velvety at night and day. It
looks like gray but it is really green. If you
ever look at the sky at night it is beautiful.
If you look at it then you can see shapes
out of the clouds. If you ever look
at the sky at night and you can see the moon
and it is different colors some times and
it is so beautiful.

Carolettia Hicks
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Bryant School System
Bryant
Faculty Contact: Bonnie Haynie
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Laura Gray
Glasses
I'd like to be a pair of glasses
so I could see down to their souL
I'd look into their eyes forever,
that would really let me know.
I'd feel their skin and smell their hair.
I'd really hope to get a taste of how this person really feels
when other people call them names.
I'd also dry all their tears
and try to make them never cry.
Nicole Anderson

A

Let's all try the letter A.
Put a little snow on top,
it becomes a mountain top!
Next let's tum it upside-down,
pour a little juice inside.
Here you'll find a big surprise,
Mmmm! This juice tastes really great!
Last we'll stand it on one leg,
you'll need a flashlight,
it's dark outside.

1001
One thousand and one
a googly-eyed man.
One thousand and one
a frog or snowman.
Could it be an old lady,
an elephant or even
a little doggy. Whatever
it is for sure it could
be two hoggies in the pen, well,
the end.

Nichole Anderson

The Seahorse

Michelle Ford

The dark and light purples
on the seahorse streak as the seahorse
strides through the water like
fast lightning going from cloud to
cloud.
Alex Rowland
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Cotton Balls of Memories
An old black Ford
bumping down a dry dusty road
towards the farm.
The white blinding sun beats down on the roof,
and cotton balls in the vast blue sky
make pictures of men, animals, and food.
A young boy with his best trousers on
tries to nap to escape
the sweltering heat
with dreams of sweat rolling down
his smooth, pudgy cheeks.
Dad, with his rough, cracked hands
wrapped around the steering wheel.
Wearing his gray wool hat,
thinking of his old father,
playing his polished banjo.
He hears sweet blue-grass music
rippling through grass.
Dad looks up only to see Old Pa
in the cotton balls
with his banjo.

India

Spiced breezes
flow
on the sun's beaming waves
and play games
on girls' golden, tanned faces
where they are trapped
by glistening metals
of intricate jewelry
and boldly colored halos of cloth.

Angelina Barnett

Lori Plant

A New York Night

Bright yellow taxis blare their horns,
stalled in the congested streets.
Rain trickles to the crowded sidewalk,
leaving a mist reflecting the glaring
headlights.
Businessmen bustle to the awaiting
taxis
longing to return to their awaiting
apartments.

Ashlee Mantooth
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Caldwell Elementary
Benton
Faculty Contact: Becky Huett
Visiting Writers: James Katowich & Gavin Post
How to be Embarrassed

First, pretend you hear a boo! boo!
Then pretend you see them throw tomatoes
Then pretend you touch head lice.
Then think of if you had no pants on.

Jessica Lambert

The Traveller Speaks

I hear the motor running.
I smell my food in the ice chest.
I taste the sweat and my lunch.
I see the road and the truck.
I touch the wheel and the pedals.
I remember driving 60 mph in my Ford and
feeling the wind go through my hair.
THE END

Elliot Swaby

The Heart Surgeon Speaks

I hear the nurses yelling and the children
I smell the feet from the dead grandmom
and granddad.
I taste the water when I rest and
the sandwiches too!
I touch the hearts and the bones.
I see people die.
I remember I have to work.

The Farmer Speaks

I hear airplanes spraying the crops.
I see corn blowing in the wind.
I smell fresh air.
I taste com in my mouth.

Summer Gentry

Justin Rudell
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How to be Desperate

First pretend you hear
screaming, secondly, pretend you see
a ghost, thirdly, pretend you
touch and the door isn't
there then think of your
pet running away and
you can't find him and
you go looking for him
and you just can't
find him the harder
you look the more
desperate to find him and
you hear sounds like a
coyote's howling and you
get desperate to get home
and you're lost and you
start to run and the
farther you run the
louder it gets but you
keep on running then
something grabs you and
it is a floating cover
then you fall in a
pit you try to dig
but the walls are steel
and then gas comes
pouring in and you
keep trying but just keep
trying to get away but
you can't!

Nicolas Morris

The Electritionist Speaks

I feel my hair sticking up and I don' t
like it one bit but someone's got to do it.
I smell the wood that I climb.
I hear my cellphone ringing in my pocket.
I see the sun in my eyes.
I taste electricity in my mouth.
I remember me the Electritionist feeling
for the pole that is 35 feet in the sky.

Katheryn Shank

The Football Player Speaks

When I play football I hear
cracking noises coming from the helmets.
I smell sweat in the game.
We taste our mouthguards.
I touch green and white grass.
I see the quarterback waiting
for the snap.
I remember when we won the Superbowl.
Austin Nelson
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Cave City High
Cave City
Faculty Contact: Jane Marotta
Visiting Writers: Mark Cherry & Zack Thomas
(untitled)

He could see his breath in the cold November morning in 1944. The American
Ace Nate Mitchell peered over the American fighters and bombers at the airfield. It
was early and the sun was just coming up. It glistened off the silver wings of the fighters and shone through the plexiglass of the bombers. As he looked at them he knew
that some would not come back after today's mission.
He had been in England a year to the day, and today was his last mission over
Germany. A mix of relief and nervousness mingled in his emotions. He was excited
about going home; however, a lot had changed. While he was just twenty-one years of
age, he had matured greatly. He still looked youthful. Brown hair, fair skin, stocky
frame, boyish good looks. But you could still see he had aged considerably by looking
at the sadness in his green eyes. For he had seen enough atrocities to last him a lifetime.
As he entered the briefing room he could tell it was going to be the regular mission. Escort the B-17 bombers into Germany. It didn't bother him so much to fly into
the fray. It was watching those poor guys in the bombers get tom to pieces thirty
thousand feet above the earth.
He approached his plane, a P-51 Mustang, and looked at the German crosses on
the side. Twenty Germans, twenty German planes shot down by his hands. He felt
bad, but it made him feel better to think of it as killing planes, not men.
As he climbed into the cockpit, the smell of sweat and adrenaline filled his nostrils. Many times he had faced death in this confined space, and many times he had
been the hand of death itself.
He taxied out onto the runway and gunned the throttle. Slowly he felt himself
lift off the ground. This was the part he loved most about flying. He watched as the
ground turned into a brown checkerboard, and slipped through the clouds into the
bluest day imaginable.
Hours had passed and now all the bombers had massed together. he heard the
flight commander say," All bombers accounted for, this is the rally point."
Then he heard a sarcastic fighter pilot say, "This is where the fit hits the shan."
He was right. It would not be long until the German fighters would be all over.
Then it happened. "Jerries at twelve o'clock high!" someone shouted.
He saw the little specs on the horizon in front of him. In a matter of seconds,
Me-109 fighter were everywhere.
He looked behind him and saw a German right on his tail. He could see the
glowing golden color of the tracer bullets being fired over his canopy. He pulled his
throttle back and kicked his lift rudder hard. The Me-109 came zooming around him.
He had the German in perfect firing position, but h e was tired, tired of the killing. He
pushed his canopy back, slowed to a reasonable speed, and bailed out. Never to be
heard from again.

Anonymous
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The Suicidal Truck

A sick blue truck and a person that is cursed named Jon do not go well together. The
sick blue truck decides to break down and break down again. Usually the truck takes
about a couple of weeks between breakdowns. If the sick blue truck gets its fluids it
runs better for a while. Then while it's running all right, Jane the doe decides to hit it.
The sick blue truck does not like the curse Jon brings to it, but it realizes it's stuck with
him and does a little better. The mechanics hate this truck and are sick of working on
it. They all have nightmares about it. They all say it's just a time bomb waiting to
explode. The last time the truck got taken in to the mechanics they diagnosed the
truck as suicidal. This sick blue truck needs to go to a therapist, but there are not any
who will give this truck any sessions. This truck has tried to kill itself many times, but
only time can tell when it will try to do it again, until one day it completes the job.

Jonathon Rosier

(untitled)

Lunchtime. Iz walks into the cafeteria feeling apprehensive of what he might
encounter. He then creeps into a desolate corner on the far side of the room. Next, he
takes a seat, takes out his lunch, and begins to eat. He hovers over his food and stares
intently at it, as though danger threatened if he was to look up.
The students stare at him incessantly. They look at Iz as though he does not
belong in school. He, unaware of why they stare at him, self-consciously gets up and
leaves his food and goes to get a drink of water. As he is drinking, those around him
ask why he is in the cafeteria at all. He simply gives them a puzzled look and walks
away. However, as he is walking, some of the students chase him and scream at him.
Iz begins to run away and they quit chasing him. He turns a corner and glances back
at them. He wonders why they have such animosity towards him. Iz has never done
anything to them, yet they treat him like an animal.
After lunch, he decides he has had enough. Iz begins his long, tedious walk
horne. During the walk, he notices all the things around him. He sees a cat walking
slowly ahead of him. However, when it sees Iz, it takes off as though its life were in
danger. He walks past the park, noticing the little children playing happily in the
sandbox with their mothers close by. He continues on and finally comes to his street.
The houses grow more and more familiar, and he becomes more and more comfortable
with himself as he draws nearer to his horne. Yet, even with these feelings, he still
wonders why he doesn't fit in. He just wanted to go to school and be normal, without
the students gawking at him and calling him names.
Finally, he turns into his driveway. He then sees the one person who loves him,
Shemeka. He forgets his pain and thinks only of her. She takes him in her arms and
he licks her face gently. She pats his head and says, "Good dog."

Crystal Wilkerson and Amber Self
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Central High
Little Rock
Faculty Contact: Michelle Hoffman
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Alison Pelegrin
I'm Like a Book
As I look out of this nursing home window
into this world,
so changed by time it is almost unrecognizable,
I recall the hundreds of fellow workers
that labored with me for long hours and little pay
now replaced by boring contraptions,
more efficient than people,
and with no use for money or sleep.
The cotton fields, the blue skies, and the bustle of people
now replaced by automobiles
waiting at color-changing signs and
lined up to the smog-filled horizon.
As I see a book, discarded on the sidewalk,
I remember how I used to read them
to find out about the world.
But the world has also changed,
books are being replaced right now
by TV's and computers.
I'm like that book.

Thomas Harris

The Neighborhood
Think of overgrown grass
tall and tough.
Think of a grandmother
who hangs her clothes outside.
She hears a gunshot
and does not look up.
Think of ripping paint
in a house that no one cares to remove
and replace.
Think of children's games, and
laughter.
Block parties and friends,
memories made, and things forgotten.
Think of the neighborhood.

Kelli Wicks
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Two Blue Eyes in a Car

Think of seconds, minutes, months,
lives, living, these things that last
being moved in cars with flash-whizzingyellow dash-yellow dash-yellow dash
they don't run distinct, they blend into one yellow line
running across this cement river
in one long stride.
Two blue eyes search the flowing land-soaring trees dance in the irises
in the sky's flowing yellow light, warmth and flickering
shadows fill this passenger window
a young sitting girl, three,
her eyes blue open and flashing, sees a sight,
an old man sitting, arms head down, roadside.
Like Santa Claus, but dejected
young sitting girl wonders why he is moving so fast
does he still have mommies to hug?
Then is gone,
and old man sitting still
wonders how it was he ever came to this place in the sun.

Evin Demirel
My Solitude
Think of the field
where we hunt;
during the day it is always full of gunshots,
you hear some booms
that sound like atomic explosions,
you hear others that sound like firecrackers
on the 4th of July.
I see empty shell casings
that have been ejected from the gun,
pump or automatic, it doesn't matter.
I see feathers covering the ground,
I think nothing of it.
At the end of the day we go home
and feast on a day's kill.
The next morning I walk out on the
field where I hunted
yesterday,
full of shots and booms and feathers
and shells.
Today it seems so peaceful.

John Allen Fair
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Crittenden Arts Council
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director

Crawfordsville Junior High & Dunbar Elementary
Faculty Contact: Mika Hyman
Visiting Writers: Chris Carpenter & James Katowich

Girls at 13
learn how to
change diapers
and how to get the
bath water
just right
for the baby.
They feel like
they're trapped
in a jail cell
because of the
over-protection
of their dads.
They rediscover
how good it was
to be a baby
or to go to school
for the first time.
Something is filling
them, something
that is like
a wind
that is flowing
into a plastic bag.

Callie Watkins

Notes on Sadness
Think of your uncle who is no longer at the dinner table.
Think of your favorite cat run away and
never come back. Think of your best friend
had stop being your friend again.

]oesha Wilson

A Child in a Garden
The wind is blowing hard and blew his
favorite hat off his head. Tomato vines are crawling up
my legs, and I smell rotting tomatoes and cucumbers.
I'm picking tomatoes, cucumbers, okra and beans. We
have people, tomatoes, and cucumbers and okra.

Kenneth Finley
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Room

There are lots of toys and games to play
Checkers, with the red and black pieces, I
Can do that all day.
Nintendo with its two silver, gray,
and black remotes.
I can sit on the worn down, torn
up couch and write people little
notes.
Seventeen, Black Beat, and Word Up
are a few of the magazines on the
shelf.
With the little kid-sized T.V.
turned up so loud people will
think I'm deaf.
Posters of Pac, Ginuine, and
Lil'Kim adjourning the dirty wall
with small even lines from one
closet door to the end of the hall.

Catrina Banks
The Cook

I'm in a kitchen full of noise the hot
fire bums my hand I make a hot dish of
bread the other cook yells numbers my
head starts to sweat I'm getting hot
my clothes start to make me itch
I can't stop. I love to cook.

Adeidra Hopkins
The Attic

My attic is very dusty. It's very dark, and
smells real bad. You can taste the dust, and
see the shadows of big bugs on the wall like
monsters. When you enter there are roaches as big
as butterflies. Spiders that fly and rats that run like
cats. There are lots of snake skins
peeking out of the dark comers of cracks. It's full of
snails that stick to your feet while you walk. At
night I care hear the voice of crying babies.
That scares me to sleep.

Morris Johnson
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Crittenden Arts Council
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director

Faulk Elementary & St. Michael's Catholic
Faculty Contact: J. Earney
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Laura Gray
If My Father Were the Wind

If my father were the wind
he could live into the very end. He could
whisper a song into my window every night. I
would smell a sweet scent every time he
comes by. We would never have to say hi or bye.
This wind would be an unusual wind. It would
be a dark blue.

Large people float
across black waters
of the world.

Sulonda McKenney

Tiffany Driver

Ship

(untitled)

I love you my teeth are hot red
Tell tell me you love me.

Flag

Cortez

Red dog
barks a blue breath
looks up at the white
stars & says what a night.

LaPortia Williams
The Swinger

I jump I climb I swing I sing, I have
fun in the jungle, I have brown hair all over,
I sing the words of oh, oh, ah, ah, I eat ants off a
stick, I am a monkey.

David Bradley Gustavus
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Stars in the Sky

I want to be a star flying through the night sky.
Flying past the moon and flying past the sun through
the open sky. People would see me every night and say,
mama, look at the pretty star. I would see the
moon, the birds, and the Earth. It would tickle
while I was flying through the sky. I would shine
bright in the dark sky. Children would wish upon me.
When the sun came out I would be hidden
behind clouds up in the big blue sky.

Rachel Marshal
(untitled)

The stare shone bright windy night
the yolk of an egg strange and white
the wind blew against the shiny
blue jacket.

fohnathan Seaton

The Paper Mom

What if my mom were a
piece of paper? I would
always write on her. She
would be white construction
paper and to be safe I
would put her in a frame
until I get ready to write on
her. If she got mad at
me I would ball her
up until she thinks she
can be nice again. Then
I would draw her some
new clothes and put her
back in the frame.

(untitled)

The star shines bright in the sky.
The oxen are up early carrying the yolk
under the big blue sky.

Porche B. Clariett

Kylie Ware
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Crittenden Arts Council
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director

Forrest City and Hughes City High Schools
Faculty Contacts: Marna Gardner & Ginger Crowder
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Jamie Simpson
What Counts is Within

Tan, ivory, and ebony multifarious
yet technicalities.
What does it matter?
What counts is within.
You look at my skin, back off
and come again.
Tommy, Polo, starched Nautica jeans
like genuine said.
I can only be me.
What you see is what you get
like exhibit stated.
A brother like me was created
to be hated.
Duck Head, Dexter, and Polo boot
my temerity not my clean Polo suite.
It's not my famous uncle
or my richest kin.
It's not even about me.
What counts is within.

Black African Beauty Queen

Don't hate me 'cause I'm black.
I'm just another sister in the hood
trying to get on the right track,
trying to get by in this life
without catching a disease,
working day by day 'cause of a son
I have to please.
I might not know everything,
but there are things that I have seen
that encourage me to become
a Black, African Beauty Queen.
Making $3.50 an hour isn' t enough pay,
but it has to stretch,
for I have to live day by day.

Rico Suave Bean

Every night that I sleep,
I have a tendency to dream
that I'm sitting on a throne, being honored
as a Black, African Queen.
Man in the Moon
Mindy Parker

As the day turns to night,
I can see his pale face
blossoming in the dark sky.
Like a broadcaster telling the weather,
he announces that night has set in.
He calmly straps on his harness of stars
and gets ready for a long night's work.

Erica Gregory
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Sweet Potato Farmer

You work all the time
as if you would die if you stopped.
The work goes all day
and half into the night.
You stop at seven or eleven
and eat in your bed
with the television on.
You fall asleep at nine or eleven.
Your dreams are unknown to me,
but you told me that they live
in a colored, fragrant world
which is green, orange, brown, steel,
red, and the white of an old farmhouse.
The smells are blunt and dirty,
wet and cool,
then it changes to the house of white,
warm and burning,
clean and easy,
but the taste is uneasy,
the burnt and uncooled.
You leave and go back to the machine.
The noise makes you unable to answer.
You worry about the things that can't change.
Are there enough?
Will I finish in time?
On and on the list of questions
that are already answered.
Then you are home.
You ask me how my day was.
It was better than yours,
I answer you.
At night I think Who are you?
Are you just a man,
or are you more?

Clocks

Have you ever thought about time?
How it flies
like birds.
A grandfather clock
makes you think of getting older.
Clocks are like church bells
when they chime.
The grandfather clock
drips in the front hall.
Its face looks at you
like a shiny plate.
It smells like the leaves changing.
It tastes like an old attic
when the hands chase the numbers
around the face.
They race around the face
like hollow memories
being erased.

Emily Taylor

Modesty

Have you ever had a friend
who seems to be a broken record?
Her number one song
is~e,~e, ~e,~e, ~e.

A love song.
She thinks that she can sing,
and after listening to her
you' d better think so too.
She likes to look in the mirror
to see her expressions.
So she says.
She thinks everyone likes her. ·
She makes sure everyone does.
The best little kiss-up that ever was.

Hallie Dodson

Jamie Woodridge
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Crittenden Arts Council
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director

Marion Junior High & High School
Faculty Contact: Barbara McGrew
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Cathy Hunter
(untitled)

"BANG!"
Gunshot wakes the girl. Living under a bridge is very hard for her to do. Since her
family was killed in a fire, she has no one to turn to. She thinks more and more every
day that living like this is more than she wants to do. To join the rest of her family is
what she desires.
Standing on a street corner begging for money and food is not a way to live.
Everyone acts like she is not even there.
The musty, nasty smell of dead, decaying rats and pigeons makes her stomach
chum. During the night her tom jeans and the scrap of cloth that she calls a shirt does
not provide much protection from the cooled weather of February.
Living with the fact that she was the reason for the fire has left her devastated
and scared. This is why she does not go to any shelter-for the fear that someone will
find out and take her away.
One night under the bridge she is trying to fall asleep. Hearing the noise of cars
and gun shots drives her crazy. It sounds like she is in the middle of a tornado. Forcing
herself to sleep, she begins to dream.
She dreams of a great big mansion with a big feast set out just for her. All
around her are all her friends and family. She reached over to pick up her glass to
drink her punch and she dropped it. The red punch went all over the marble ball room
floor. The cup shattered.
"BANG!" wakes the girl from her dream. She opens her eyes. She hopes to see a
mansion. But instead every thing is red. Red Blood is all over the gray cement. Being
caught in the crossfire of a gang fight is a terrible way to die, but now she is where she
dreams with her family-in a better place.

Bob Kuhn
Young Men at 14

Young men at 14leam how to fix their bike for themselves. If they only have a mother,
they learn to sit at the front of the table. They learn to do for themselves. Young ·men at
14 feel that they are the paper and their mothers are the pencils. They feel like dogs
being chased by dog catchers. They rediscover that they haven't been the paper or
dogs, just that their mothers were just trying to help them. Something feels like they
are floating on air.

Jonathan Goodfellow
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Young Men at 15

Young men at 15 learn that life feels like the
sand burrs on a beach on a rainy day.
Young men at 15 feel like they're on a
one-way train to oblivion with their self-sanity tied to the tracks.
They rediscover how their life as children
was like the end of a Disney movie and how
it's now like the middle of a Stephen King novel.
Something is filling them, something that
is a scar that gets bigger with every
cut and gets even bigger still when the knife
is safe in the cupboard.
Grant Coleman

The Visit
It's not far to my place
You can come from where ever you are
Rows of cars and picket fences
Small dogs protecting so fiercely
Showers from the ground
The Sprinkle cools you down
Dried cement with handprints in it
Houses all colors and types
Small children with Army men
arguing over the little things
Faded signs of reddish-orange
Streets labeled so neatly
Cats of colors, s1tting on fences
"Can you spare a bite to eat?"
Silvery cars of red and blue
Soapy water running down the drain
Mixes with grass and dirt and green
The white post supports the roof
Abused so many years
Nothing new here

Girls at 15

Girls at 15 learn just exactly
how their mothers tied their ribbons.
Girls at 15 feel their fathers' lips
against their foreheads.
They rediscover lost gum wrappers
and tire swings.
Something is filling them,
something that feels like the first day
of school all over again.

Anonymous

Brandi Cox
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Apple

Fingernails with red polish
Red, shiny, smooth
Your finger is the stem

Kaitlyn Hester

Hate
(untitled)

Living in a small town
is as hard as a rock.
It's always lonely
no one to talk, too.
The main sight is the liquor store
where drunks, bums and crack users hang.
The buildings are old
The windows are dirty and full of cobwebs.
The streets have pot holes
as big as craters
The town is so small
you practically know what everyone's
thinking
You could stand on one street and see
everything that happens
The comers are full of barrels being burned
People standing around with nothing to
learn
Living in a small town.

April Miles
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Hate
is like poison
in the fangs
of a snake

Heath Warritton

(untitled)

Living in a small town you can't do nothing
but look around. The smell of honey and
the buzzing of bees waving at the
fine girls that we see. Every Tuesday and
Friday we go to the basketball game. Whoever
can't go, oops! What a shame. My side
of town is really a joke. Little kids and
grown ups are trying to smoke. Kids
starting trouble always trying to fight. In my
town it's warm in the day and cold at
night. When I'm bored all I do is walk
around. That's what I do in my small town.
Michael Gwin

(untitled)

Love
is the thing you do

when you get married

Jake Jones

Orange
An orange is like the sun. They are both
round and orange. They both go away.

Jessie Ollis
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My Life as a Lion Tamer

Sky

I go to work each and every day
I gaze into the royal blue violet path
Or should I say
Admiring the service of the stars
That my work goes with me
Singing in the deep unexpected frontier.
For the circus moves about
It will continue
Sarah Warren
I have no doubt
While at work I feel a whip
Within my muscular hand
I use it to swing and twirl
And twist around
Slapping and popping it against the ground
Every day I always see twenty-two lions
that yearn to be free
So I always plead and beg
That they won't snap and bite my leg
My meals are always the same
Peanuts and hot dogs are becoming lame
The taste of steak would be quite nice
With a little salt and a little spice
Although the elephants' smell isn't that great,
I restrain myself and try not to yell!

Jerry McKenzie

The Redwood
The redwood is like a giant paw
resting in the forest while animals of all
kinds run up and down its leg and while streams
of color whisk across the bottom of its toes
while insects and parasites make homes in
its grayish-brown fur and while the sound
of chainsaws roar in the background and all
it can do is sit like a paw resting in the
forest.

Skyler Dickey
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The String

Grief is an anchor with a small string attached
to your heart that drags you to the pit
of your stomach until your heart grows strong
again and the string breaks. The string
is the reminder of a lost one that stays attached
to your heart forever.

Sarah Warren
Mr. Jazz Man

Hey Mr. Jazz Man with your mysterious purple suit
Will you play a song for me?
I love the feeling in the notes,
Have you put your soul into it?
Your rusting golden note container swaying to the music,
As you're rocking to the snappy boat,
Make sure you don't fall over!

Cathy Naylor

Fitting In

My Only Connection

The animals relax like water
in the ocean,
The snow white, so white it
seems baby blue,
The coat blends as a butterfly
with a flower,
They rest quickly, and
scurry along their never-ending
journey.

Here I sit in my old rocking chair
Away from all whom I know
Waiting, waiting, greatly anticipating
For my connection to show;
That it's true. Oh I hear a squeak
And a great slam
Now what can it be?
It's a noise of love
And just a dove
Flying in my sorrow
For my connection is nothing
More than a mail box
With a door.
It's situated in a pasture
Of grass
Along an old winding road.
It sits on a post.
I love it most.
It is my friend, my hope, my
Only Connection.

Candace Coker

Jerry McKenzie
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Snow

Snow is like a slow
moving stream awaiting
its fate
Covering everything that
isn't awake

The Moon

With its white silkiness
across the ground, mud spots
look like ink blots on a
silky white gown.

I look at this bright light
hovering in the starry night.
I look at its scars and its craters
that reflect the attributes of its maker.

Robby Poppleton

Its beauty reflects onto the land
where light has ceased to glow.
As I see it on the sand,
I thank the moon for moving so slow.

Brandon Ingle

Walking

As I'm walking through the willow trees
I see birds flying above the leaves.
When I pass the gleaming river
I see the fist of shining like silver
And right before I reach the end
I say a little chant to see them again.

John Wood

Taxi Ride

Everyday getting up going to work fighting
traffic by using their horns like a weapon. Knowing
everywhere he goes like a human map looking for customers
like a little boy looking for his favorite toys.
Life is small in this big place I am like a worm in this
big apple. Trying to find my way out of some
of the biggest stems in the world.

Taylor Fowler
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Dancing in the Wind
Oak trees swaying in the wind like
people dancing on the soft floor, leaves
green like a green dress floating around
the woman as she turns the branches
shows the woman's arms moving loose
as she floats on the floor moving
back and forth the wind blows
hard so she dips with the
music as makes loud blows
off base.

Chris Pilcher
Fly Fishing
The fly is like a duck,
softly landing on the water,
as the fish hits the fly,
the duck catches the fish,
the reeling of the fly
is the battle of the duck and fish.

Justen Chzsm

Arkansas
As I cross the wide Mississippi
River I see Arkansas.
I see blackbirds
Oldsmobile driving by fast like a
tornado passing through Texas.
one-story houses
the big blue sky.
As I cross the river
I imagine fresh red roses
blooming in early spring
I can smell fresh air after a morning rain.
I imagine a pretty
state

Jennifer Robinson
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MyDaddy&Me
I remember it was sunset on May 22, 2004, my 18th birthday. My boyfriend,
David, who is 28, was in his 2001 Mustang GT waiting on me. I was in my Dad's summer house by the lake, in Corinth, Mississippi. I said, "I'm leaving with David
whether you like it or not, Dad." He yelled back, "You are too young, and he's way
too old!"
"I'm 18 years old, Dad," I yelled back, "And I am leaving with him because he
loves me, and I love him too!"
I was just about to walk out the door when I heard it, the worst noise I'd ever
heard, my dad crying. He had never cried when we argued.
I looked at my dad and said, "I love you Daddy, and no matter what I do I will
always love you." I started to cry. He took me in his arms and said, "I love you too,
Honey." And I'll never forget the last words of that argument. He said, "You better
go, David's waiting."
When I got in the car I wiped my eyes and David said, "What happened? Are
you all right?" I just looked at him, smiled, and said, "Yes, Baby, I'm fine." And we
drove off into the night sky.

Paige Martin
Vacation
Susan woke up on Wednesday morning in her apartment. She walked into the
kitchen to get a cup of coffee as she glanced at some brochures. Her hopes for a vacation would always be brought down by constant reminders of work that she needed to
get done. Susan went to the bathroom to get ready for work. She combed her hair and
thought of how wonderful it would be to be on the beach and listen to the sound of
waves crashing against the rocks nearby. Susan looked down at the sea shells on top
of the toilet then left to go to work.
Susan drove down the street and stopped at a red light. As she waited for the
green light, she saw a man cross the street. He wore a Hawaiian shirt, shorts, and sandals. An urge to get away grew inside Susan. Susan got to work and got on the elevator to the 12th floor. She was on her way to a meeting, but she stopped to look at the
palm tree in the comer. As Susan walked into the meeting room and sat down, she
stared at the painting with seagulls flying over water. Susan paid no attention to the
activities in the meeting but only to the thought of a sandy beach and the sound of the
ocean. After the meeting, Susan walked to her desk and her boss Henry was standing
right next to it. Henry handed Susan some paperwork. He said these papers were due
next Friday. Before Henry left, Susan asked about a vacation. Henry said yes, but she
had to do the work during her vacation. Susan left for Hawaii the next day. As soon
as she got there, she headed for the beach. Susan was out by the beach every day she
was there. She had stayed relaxed the whole time, but never once thought of what her
boss said. She left to go back home on Thursday, but the plane was delayed till3 in
the morning. Susan cleared out her suitcase to find the paper work she was supposed
to have done by that morning. Susan stood there and stared at the papers.

Adam Thomas
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The Ocean

The waves come at Jane like a rushing wind of rain. She jumps up screaming.
Jane starts to remember the day her sister Carol died. Jane sees her sister Carol running toward the water with her blue and red ball. The ball slips out of Carol's hands.
The ball starts straight for the water. Carol ran after it. As soon as Carol bends down
to get it a big wave comes and sweeps her in the ocean. Carol screams for help! No
one hears her. Jane goes to the beach to look for Carol. Jane hears someone scream. So
she runs to the water and sees Carol struggling to get out of the water. Jane jumps in
the water using every breath she has to save her sister. Carol begins to kick and yell as
loud as she could. Jane pushing and diving in the water to get her sister. Carol's yells
start to fade away. Jane looks up to see if her sister was still there, but Carol is not
there. Jane dives under the water and sees Carol heading for the bottom. Jane kicking
and pushing the water could not reach her; she was too deep. Jane gets out the water.
Jane turns around staring in the water. A tear starts running down her eyes. Jane has
never forgiven herself from that day on. Jane snaps out of her flashback crying. Jane
sits on the beach staring at the water with her pierced tongue and blue shorts. Jane
sits there listening to the rushing water. Jane begins to smell fish, she turns to her left
and sees a woman cooking fish. Jan begins to wonder who that woman is. She looks
at the grill and then the water. Jane thinks .. .that's dangerous. But just when she gets
up to see who the woman was, a big wave comes and sweeps the woman in the water.
The woman screams. Jane stands there looking at the woman. Jane is scared of the
water. Every time Jane looks at the water she thinks of her sister. Jane stands there
wondering, will she ever have the courage to save the woman.

Ida Wallace

M aybe Next Time

10 a.m. and the judges say my team the Violators will play the Hitmen in 10
minutes. I knew we had to win this 3 on 3 tournament, because we need the $1200
dollars to pay our rent. The best thing about this tournament is that we have it on the
basketball court in Tom Jones park, because I love the outdoors. 10 minutes were up
and it was time to play, and we were determined to win the money. We went out there
and gave it our all and beat the Hitmen 20-14.
8 p.m. and we made it to the finals and the park lights are on. Bricklayers were
ahead by two. We ran the clock down with 20 seconds left in the game. Then things
started to run through my mind about the rent and where we would live. With 5 seconds left in the game I shot a three-pointer and hoped for the best. While the ball flew
through the air, I crossed my fingers. The ball hit the backboard too hard, and we lost
the game. I fell on my knees and began to cry, but I thought to myself, "we'll get them
next time."

,....harles Gilmer
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Deer Elementary
Deer
Faculty Contact: Susan Burden
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & Mary Stokes
Anger

Anger is like a chicken fight in Mexico during a hot day in July.
Anthony Breedlove

Book

I am a book
And every day people turn my pages
Day in and day out the same old thing
People toss me and tum me
flip me and throw me
But never take the time
to consider how I feel.
For once I would like to tum the pages
And read what is written thereupon.
For I am only a book
I cannot read.
From the people's faces and reactions
can I begin to understand what kind
of book I am.
Then only do I know if I am
happy or sad
funny or mad.
Sometimes people like me,
Make me feel important,
hold me close,
Seldom put me down,
Others they hate me
toss me and throw me around
So won't you pick me up
hold me
And help me to understand
exactly what kind
of book that I am.
Lindsey Spradley
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What It's Like to Be a Bulb

I wonder what it's like to be a bulb
You always get really hot
The only time you get to come down
Is when you get hot and pop.
Craig Anthony Breedlove

Dragon

I am small,
not very big.
The size of a car,
or a good-sized wagon.
I eat raw flesh and meat
as I gobble down the live bodies.
My wings are bigger than myself,
average size for
a full-size creature,
but my scales are hard and plated,
like a suit of armor of a knight,
I fly over the village
I breathe fire to flush them out
so I can eat live flesh, the best,
I battle knights and magicians,
I am good, but not as good as the best
for I will be slain one of these
days.

Adam Spears
Dog and Aunt

Where have you been? I've been worried.
Checking the territory.
Didn't see anything unusual.
Just the usually quiet trees and lonely wind.

Melissa Millikan

Dog and Cat

Here Kitty Kitty Kitty
You don't have to keep repeating yourself, I heard you the first time
I'm gonna eat you
No you're not, you might choke on a hairball
That's it, here I come
Meow, no, stop, ahh!
Choke, cough, hairball, cough
Umm...guess the cat was right

Danielle Beth Holt
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The Alien That Said Stuff is Animals

Outside there is a bat on chains that goes
back and forth and it stops when you get off
There is an alligator that you open its
mouth and lets wind in
There is a whale that swims on top of water
There is a cheetah that you ride in and goes slow
There is a piranha that sharpens worms and
it's out of water
There is a white bear that don't move
and kids build it
There is a dinosaur you live in that has stuff in it
There is a big bird that flies and
you fly in it and it don't flap its wings
There is an electric eel that's long and it
lives in a chicken house
There is a dinosaur egg that people play and bounce it
There is a worm people write and sharpen with it
There is a porcupine fish that hangs on the wall and tells time
There is a snake that people spray
water out of its mouth
But people ask each other, you want
to play on the monkey.

Jerimiah Lingo

The Strange Feelings

The hole in the sk, is shining bright
I hide my eyes as the shine blows down
When the cold breeze comes I tingle
I feel something but do not know what it is
I turn, a big stick in the ground threw a brown circle at me
I fall to the rough ground then I fade in the air

Keely Lamb
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Cottage

When I live in a cottage
I will keep in my cottage
a cat that is black and white
and six silver pots and outside
I would keep three creamy cows
and four black sheep with smooth wool
five chirping chickens and a steaming
teapot, seven busy beehives
eight ancient apple trees and one blessed
baby in a basket.

Kayla McWha

What I Saw

The grass is like a green spike
Waiting for you to step on it
And snow is a cold animal
Falling from the sky
The apple is a fireball
That comes from trees called apple trees
And hair is a dead animal resting
On your head
An oak tree is a giant with
A lot of arms with green
fingers

Joshua McClure
In the Bam

Deep in the barn squeaking
under the hay
Horses neighing in the stalls
Cows kicking buckets of milk over
Kittens rolling around after little
mice
Puppies chewing on little kitten
tails
Children laughing, and giggling
under the hay.

Shanna N. Sweeden
The Meadow with a Cow

There's an oak tree and a black cow eating a piece
of it but the smell of rain is near for the cow
is twitching her ear. There's a brown calf
bellowing for its mom. I see a pond with
cattails and lily pads on the surface. Far in the distance
I see a gray horse but it is far. There is a wolf
on the ridge but the night is coming and
dew is falling.

Jake Stone
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Visiting Writers: Jamie Simpson & Cathy Hunter
(untitled)

Sometimes I am white
sometimes I am
yellow. Sometimes half,
sometimes quarter,
and sometimes whole. Sometimes
I am high
sometimes, I am low.
I am the moon.

I Would Like to Be a Cobra
I would like to be a cobra
so I could protect myself.
Instead, I am a copperhead.
But if I were a cobra,
I could puff my cheeks
and scare people.
I could slither
in the grass and chase
rats. I wouldn't have
to go to school
all the time. My time
would be
mine.

Matt Saxon

Michelle Scott
Friendship

Friendship feels like a soft, smooth,
silky sheet rubbing against your face.
Friendship looks like a beautiful, pink,
glowy sunset that you watch before you go to bed.
Friendship sounds like children playing
and laughing together in a huge field.
Friendship smells like dozens of wonderful
candles that have the scent of watermelon.
And friendship tastes like a creamy
chocolate shake that you drink at a very
popular restaurant.

Elizabeth Starkey
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Truckers
Truckers are the ones
that deliver the loads.
They are the ones who deliver your
clothes. They deliver the medicine
Envy

for a stopped up nose. They bring
the camera and film for

It tastes like red, hot peppers

to help you make your goals.

just out of the garden.
It looks like a smushed
squash, a week old.
It sounds like wind
blowing through bushes
without flowers.
It smells like rotten
eggs baked by the sun.
It feels like scalding
water over 1,000 degrees.

Amber Browning

Rachelle Farmer

when you pose. They help
you get your garden hose.
They are on the roads when it snows
delivering the loads. They are on the roads
delivering the tools to dig
holes. They bring supplies

(untitled)
One day I was drifting down
It seemed like I would never

Hit the ground
As a snowflake I was sparkling
White
I could hear the wind blowing
Me as far away
When I saw the ground coming near
I didn't have a fear
Then I called out "Look out below!"
When I hit I knew I could only
Survive during these cold wintry
Months
Too bad.
Once I'm done here I could
Be something else
Like a leaf.
Brooke Sutton
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Dunbar Magnet Junior High
Little Rock
Faculty Contact: P. Dawn Terry
Visiting Writers: Maria Stafford & Laura Runyan
Cornelia Mae Hill

My name is Cornelia Mae Hill. I was born in Coldwater, Mississippi. My parents were killed in a car accident when I was five years old, and my grandparents died
before I was born. I live with my great-aunt Mattie Mae Taylor, I'm fifteen years old,
and I help my great-aunt with the farm that is owned by a white man named Thomas
Mitchel. He comes by every month to collect the crops, and he gives us just enough
money to live off of. But that's good enough for me because I'm happy just where I
am. We go to church every Sunday, I love that the best, and also I get to see that cute
ole boy I like by the name of Billie Lee White. My great-aunt is 76, gets around well,
but she sits in the front seat in church, I sit right next to her and I hear that Reverend
Harris as well as I like. She was born in 1830, and outlived my grandparents! God sure
is good to her.
When I grow up I want to be a teacher, but I can't hardly read or write. I told
Auntie Mattie, but she said all I need to do is learn to plant crops. I wonder why she
doesn't think reading and writing is important? I guess because all her life that's all
she's ever done is crops. But I know one day I will become that teacher, and I will
know how to read and write. One day I'll be able to help other children like me. And
when that day comes I'll marry Billie Lee White, and my name will be Cornelia Mae
White. We'll have three children. We won't have a farm we'll have a big white house,
just like Mr. Mitchel. Yes, I can see it right now, Cornelia Mae White, the school teacher,
in that big white house.

Leslie Topps
The Decision

This decision was killing me. On one hand, he was hurting himself and others. I
have to stop him. But I can't make his life miserable by telling on him. My closest
friend recently told me he does drugs. I'd noticed a change in his attitude, but I didn't
think it was anything to worry about. Earlier today, he gave me $50 to give to his supplier of marijuana, or weed. He actually expected me to get his "goods" as he puts it. I
could get him help, but he would be mad at me forever for telling on him. On the
other hand, I could get what he wants and look cool in front of everyone.
With the money in my hands, I went to his parents, who blew their tops. They
were also mad at me for not coming to them sooner. My friend was mad. I know he
was. He had to be. I turned my back on him. He approached me. I was ready. Ready
for anything he had for me ... except for an apology. And that's what my brother gave
me.
Brent Schulte
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California 5-0

"Where were you last night?" the detective asked the woman. She replied, saying "I was at a friend's house in Beverly Hills," in a very sad voice. "Well I know this
is very hard for you, ma'am so I will not ask you any more questions. Here is my card.
Call me when you feel more comfortable about me asking questions," said Detective
Murphy.
Murphy approached his partner, Detective Tucker, and asked him," What's the
scoop?" Tucker replied "There are signs of forced entry, no fingerprints, and he was
shot in the back of the head with a 9 mm." The two detectives decided that they
should get someone to keep close surveillance on the house, and Mrs. Moneyworth
who was now the widow of one of the richest men in the United States.
The next day the detectives got a phone call at the police station; it was the
detective who they put on surveillance, and he said he "saw the woman hand a man a
suitcase full of money in the park." The detective identified the man as Irwin
Poindexter, a professional hitman. Murphy told the detective to bring Mrs.
Moneyworth in to the station for questioning.
Once she was brought in she immediately confessed after a few questions. She
was arrested and charged with conspiracy and murder. They were unable to find Mr.
Poindexter.

Johnathan Woods

One of Those Days

Chris set down his skateboard and rolled down the sidewalk of a shopping
mall. As he passed the front doors he saw an old shaggy man asking for money that he
recognized as his friend Joe. He stops and Joe asks," Can you spare a little money for
me today Chris?" And Chris answers, "You know I don't have any money for a junky
like you." Joe grabs him and says, "Please, give me some money." "No," says Chris.
"Come on just a little bit," Joe says. Chris says "Get off of me," as he fiercely pushes
Joe to the ground, then skates down to the street. He sees his dad pushing dope on the
corner, and goes over to him. Chris says, "So I see you're still selling dope." His dad
says, "Go home; the streets are no place for a teenager." Chris gets mad and he
screams, "Shut up, you probably don't even know how old I am, now I know why
Mom kicked you out. I would have kicked you out too!" Then Chris smacks the dope
out of his hand and onto the ground. His dad pushes him away as he bends down to
pick it up. Then Chris quickly drops his skateboard and flies away. His dad stands up
and yells "Don't ever come back. Next time I won't be so nice!"

Matt Harrington
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England High School
England
Faculty Contact: Judy Thurman
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Tiffany Denman
(untitled)

Happiness reminds me of being at
my cabin in the mountains
listening to the sounds of a swift
moving river
watching the pine trees sway in
the breeze
the smell of burning wood and
roasting marshmallows at the campfire.
Happiness is walking through the
forest, hearing nothing but the wind blowing
through the trees.
The echoing sounds of birds chirping,
the sound of the waterfall crashing
against the rocks
watching the fish hide in the shadows
of the overhanging trees.
watching the deer run across the
open fields.
Happiness is knowing I'll be able to
see it all again in 12 months.

Music

I am more than a game
I am the true life of some ...
warm acid through brassy veins;
I sneak up on your soul
and tap it on the shoulder.
I bum the void of your prior existence
and (if I gain more than an instant
between each ear)
seep through the cracked glass
into your real mind, to give your ideas
new meaning,
to redefine the depths of your soul.
Don Nix

Glenn Hibbard

(untitled)

Stress is a cackling old man
enveloping me like a blanket with too many projects.
He wants to watch me slowly crumble under the mountains
of pressure.
Stress brings frustration in its suitcase when it visits
even though I sent no invitation.
Frustration feels like a wild fire rapidly catching up to me.
I am extremely flammable
and I am going to be roasted, toasted and burnt to a crisp,
and served as the old man's Thanksgiving dinner.
Emily Hughes
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The Scarecrow

I am walking down this yellow brick
road like a lost puppy.
I hate being made of this straw; it itches.
Why should I follow this chick with the bright shoes?
She only gets us attacked by weird flying monkeys.
How come I have to be the one without a brain?
You would think it was the tin man who forgot to oil himself.
I want to ditch those losers and get a date with Glenda.

Lacey McGhee
The Floor

Why does everyone step on me
and always cause me pain?
I cannot defend myself
so just leave me alone.
I cannot voice my opinion often
so listen up now,
you women with knife-edged heels
and men with cowboy boots.
Please take it easy on me.
Those playing basketball,
please take it easy on me;
but for those who walk softly
I say thank you
for you are my Tylenol
when I have a splitting
headache.
Please, please, for the love of God, please
take it easy on your old friend the floor,
or I may one day when you're walking
cause you to fall and break your arm.

Brad Rushing

(untitled)

Popcorn reminds me of my father
sharing a bowl with the warmth from the fire
teasing each other when dropping a piece.
The popcorn symbolizes the lost happiness,
my father's laughter ringing in my ears.

Johnna Richardson
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England High School Return Trip
England
Faculty Contact: Judy Thurman
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Tiffany Denman
Busy
The Buxom Belle

Always running, commuting, working.
Until we forget life's gentle pace.
We no longer remember the colors of nature.
Or do we want to forget?
Forget the meaning of life to block the pain.
The pain of realizing who we really are.
No time.
No time to stop, to think, to be at peace.
Enough time to let our souls leap and praise God.
We have time.
Staying busy will not heal us.
Stop
Enjoy the puddle-wonderful world.

praised God slowly
like gentle souls
for allowing her to marry
the goat-footed,
intelligent,
and caring insurance salesman
with the best muscles
in England.
Their parrot
shrieked
at the house cat,
Sam,
Kelly
who was
the color of dirt.
Their next-door neighbor,
The Sun and I
Judd,
had the perkiest buns
Waking up as a sleeping sun
slowly rises from its wonderful slumber.
and was also
We do our morning rituals together,
the balloon man in town.
The aromatic shirts
the sun and I,
disappeared off the line
We wake, we stretch,
during some imaginary piracies.
We reach for the heavens as though
we may touch the puffy clouds
Dana Freeman
in the heavenly sky above.
The sun and I still
are not fully awake yet
we are aware
that the other is there.
After I've woken up and
After the sun has risen
we wish each other well
through another
excruciating day.

Brad D. Rushing
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Night on the Beach
As

I sit on the beach in Destin, Florida
on a calm night, the breeze whistles far and wee.
The smell of the ocean has a luscious peacefulness to it.
As I sit,
I admire the sea gulls that fly by.
They seem as if they are a heart doing laundry
as they watch the sea for a chance to dive
down and grab a fish.
I think of this place
until I no longer remember where I am really from
I watch
the goat-footed children run by in excitement.
I realize
they are chasing after a sea turtle.
I think it is sick, but trying its best
Bugs
to reach the sea.
Bugs are like little toes separated from the feet.
Their bodies are like little rocks with bodies
And their legs move as a vacuum bristling
against the ground.

Laura Beth Brewer

Cooking

Genai Walker
I cook every day of the week.
Sometimes our meals travel to China
and Japan dancing with the dragons
down the street.
Sometimes, on Tuesday we visit
Louisiana where the lobsters and
crawfish fight to be put on our plates.
On Wednesday our tables are set
forward to Mexico where the burritos
hop around like jalapeno peppers to
make our experience spicy.
When Thursday rolls around, we
eat like the Dutch and buy and eat
our own food.
Finally when Sunday shines in
we eat like the angels and have
cake and chicken for dinner.

Dana Freeman
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Gardner Junior High
Russellville
Faculty Contact: Suzanne Wright
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Tiffany Denman
Winter

Autumn

Snow
Cold with n o d aisies or lilies.
Trees dead and broken.

An array of colorful stars falling
to the ground. The air is so crisp
you think you might be able to bite it.
I can hear the gossiping trees.

Only a sm all bluebird flying above
its pinecon es an d twigs n est,
calling for its lost mother,
The only color of a gray sky.

Amy Martin

Nothing b ut snow.

Roxanne Jackson
G oodbye
If I had a choice
I'd rather not say goodbye to you, my friend.
It stings like sand in my eyes,
Although eventually my salty tears will wash it out.
It stabs like a knife through my heart
Although eventually it will heal with time
But how much time do I have?
The big sun in the sky will only rise so many times.
And when this constant object disappears
What will happen to you?
Will you throw sand in my eyes
And stab a knife through my heart?

Michelle Dillman

Miserable

Spring brings flowers, leaves, and b abies.
But for me, I think of wasps.
The ugly insects b urst out of their hiding places.
They come to make me miserable.

Amanda Gilbert
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Apple Seasons

My brother and I have a sweet friendship
Our branches are spread with comfort and care
Each and every day, more apples it bears.
My brother and I have a stormy friendship
The wind blows and howls and it breaks our branches
Each and every day, it rages and fumes.
My brother and I have a nice, quiet friendship.
The apples, each day grow with great speed.
And, all is well until next season.

Saira Khan

The Feel of a Shadow

The small boy sits alone in his dark room
comforted by the shadows that dance along the walls.
To him the shadows are so warm and thick
that he can wrap himself in them like a winter blanket.
The inky blackness tastes sweet,
and he is not afraid.

Heather Lowry

Welcome

The crunching is caused by my feet
But I know that fall is talking
"Be free," it says in its cracking voice
And I know that now I am happy.
I jump in a pile of brown, red, and gold.
The wind begins to howl.
"Rain is coming," it says to me.
And I go inside to fetch my coat.
I put it on and change my shoes
I do not want to dirty my new ones
I go outside and find a spot
to sit and watch the rain.
It clangs on the metal and chrome of the truck.
It says to me, "You're always welcome."

Amanda Gilbert
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Gene George Elementary
Springdale
Faculty Contact: Susan Keen
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Cathy Hunter
New Fear

I'm telling my fingers not to
turn into anacondas and slither
away.
I'm telling my brain not to
turn to plastic and melt.
I'm telling my feet not to turn
into meat because wild wolves will gnaw at
them for eternity.

Kevin Keen
This Is Just To Say

I'm sorry that I got
your boyfriend's phone
number and called him and
we talked about you. He
said that he didn't like you.

Yamel Yolizen Zavaleta

(untitled)

The way the bean bag
whispers to me,
wanting to roll over
to give its side a rest
from the Berber carpet
deep in the corner of my room.
New Fear

Matthew Branett
I am telling my hands
not to turn into rottweilers
and eat me. I am telling my
arms not to turn into
acid and melt me. I am
telling my feet not to turn
into a tiger and rampage
around the world.
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Alex Tejada

New Fear
This is Just to Say

I am telling my head not
to turn into an ant. I am telling my
eyes not to turn into turtles that
are closed up in their shells. I am
telling my feet not to turn into
roller skates that are solar powered.

I am sorry
I stole your
diary out of
your desk.
You know it was very
interesting how you
kissed a boy at school.

Heidi Steenbergen

Laura Forrest

New Love

I'm telling my mouth not to turn into a river.
I'm telling my hands not to turn into emeralds.
I'm telling my eyes not to turn into sunshine.
I'm telling my feet not to turn into butterflies.
I'm telling my belly button not to turn into a sunflower.

Lauren Smith

This is Just to Say

I'm sorry that I took
your towel off the rack but
it was fun watching you run around
naked in front of your friends!

Paige Phillips

New Sadness

I'm telling my heart not to
turn into rocks. I am telling
my eyes not to turn into
tombstones. I am telling my stomach
not to turn into a big fat pumpkin.

Tyler Parson
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Genoa Elementary
Texarkana
Faculty Contact: Jane Scott
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Zack Thomas
Baseball Laces
What it would be like to be the moon ...

When I think of
Baseball laces,
I think of riding with my
Grandfather in his tractor.
He always tries to line the wheels
Up on the trail,
As a pitcher would his fingers
On the laces of a baseball.

I taste

The black smog in
Space.
And eat
The little stars.
I drink

Mason Belk

The milk from
The big pot.

Garrett Halbert

Hurricane Kayla

I see a bunch of white clouds blurred together,
I feel cool water and wind hitting me,
I smell fish that are in the ocean,
I taste water the salt water,
I hear the wind hitting against me and people screaming,
but one day my life was over.

Kayla Thomas
The Hamster

The hamster lies
Silently on the pet store
Ground but he doesn't know
He's the best around.
His fur is colored like the fall leaves
And his eyes are like
Little brown beads.

Matthew Thomas
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How Would You Carry a Star Home?

One day I pulled a star to my house.
I threw a rope at it,
and it was a ringer!
I could see it twinkle like a shiny new car.
I heard it make a hissing noise.
I got it down,
and it felt like a rough mountain.
It smelled like a peppermint.
I finally took a bite of it
and it tasted like asparagus ice cream.
Yuck!
Then, I threw it back up.
The next night I looked
and saw a bitten-off star in the sky.
Dustin Brewton

What it is like to be a hurricane ...

I see houses and barns all around me.
I feel the clouds hitting my face.
I smell the fresh air way above the ground.
I taste the corn flying through the air.
I hear the thunder banging in the clouds.

Jeremy Lawrence

A Hard Day on the Job

Sufferin' Succotash, what's happened
To me? Chasing a tiny little bird all day long
Just for a child's show for a job that's the pits.
I'm running all day long and they're sitting
Watching me like a bump on a log and it's been
A hard day on the job.

Loren Bassett
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Gosnell High School
Gosnell
Faculty Contact: Mitzi Smith
Visiting Writers: Michael Carragher & Peter Kessler

Cathedral
A mammoth cathedral, silent and deep
Filled with secrets no other could keep
Where is this tomb that fills men with dread?
In the private regions of one' s own head.

Dustin Kemper

(untitled)
I woke to see the light.
The light shined through.
It was pure as gold.
It seemed as if I could reach out and grab the light.
It looked like the day would be great.
But when I looked the clouds were out.
There was a foglight in the window.
I had to put up sandbags.
Tommy Broom

A Warm Spring Day . . .
A warm spring day of 1984, my step-father and I went on a fishing trip. The light
from the sun glistened on a pond, like glitter on a picture of a pond that I had drawn.
The sweet smell of honeysuckle blew with the cool breeze. Up in the sky, clouds in
the shapes of animals that a child of 4 could only dream of, shapes of lions and
zebras. As I looked out on the pond, a large fish arose from the earthly depths, and
danced like a butterfly on a rose. The sun shined down on the wet shiny scales of the
fish and made its appearance so brilliant, so amazing. As I ran horne to tell my
mother, I carne upon a lime green snake. I stopped and watched it slither across the
road like rain down a window. Later that night I saw the fish dancing on the water
and snakes sliding down glass as I slept.

James Ward
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...

The Barn
The bam sitting alone like a lonely star in the sky. It sits so quiet in a green pasture.
The bam sways with the wind and never says a word. It gets rained and snowed on
every year and never complains. It just keeps on sitting there listening to the horses
snicker. Why does the barn just sit there? It has no master. Nature is its master. But yet
it will please and nobody knows why it chooses to. It will choose just to stand there
and sway with the grass.

Harrison Harris

The Burning Blaze
We stood one night
in the fire's light
our gaze
stuck
on the burning blaze.
They carne too latebut I guess that's fateit burned down
to the ground.
I cried that night.
It just wasn't right.
My house, my lawn,
all gone
in that burning blaze
that held my gaze.

Katie Lee
Detroit

Detroit looked like a hive full of bees in uniformwaitresses, policemen, workers in construction companies, day-glow orange hard hats. Feeling left out, I
went on my way. I see even more bizarre people in
uniform. I finally realize that I'm in uniform, too.
Everyone is in uniform, everyone is doing their job
in life.

Tenna Frederiksen
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Greenland Elementary
Greenland
Faculty Contact: Elaine Bozarth
Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & Alison Pelegrin
The Jungle in My Garden
I don' t like dandelions because
they bite. They're always being
handy dandy and that I don't
like. Blowing one is like
bats flying at night. All
the cherry tomatoes are like
leopard skin except they're
black. The sunflowers
are like venus flytraps.
All the crows and robins
are like parrots and tropical
birds. My kittens meowing
are like tigers roaring. It' s
very scary and not the
least bit boring. If you' re
not already snoring.
My mom, dad, brother,
and sister are the headhunting
killer tribe. All the fish
out in the pond by
the garden are like
alligators and crocs
hiding waiting for their
prey but for today my
poem is done.

Poor Lion
Poor lion, he's sitting in his
blue chair because he can't
go out to hunt. He scared that
that the black and
white spider monkey with the
hom will knock him in the
head with a green banana
bunch.

Jessica Cranford

I Stole the Moon
I stole the moon for my light I couldn't
see but now it's so bright. I wish
I hadn't stolen the moon. I'm going
to steal the stars next. But I stole
the moon oon oon oon oon oon oon.

Tyler Pitts

Anonymous

My Colorful T-Shirt
Some day my favorite T-shirt will be long as me.

Chrissy Wynne
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The Clock

I like to watch the handles move
on my clock that grandma got me for
Christmas. I like to lie down on the couch
and be as quiet as I can. So then I can
hear the ticking of the clock. Tick-tock
tick-tock.
I like to hear the clock ring at
A quarter after twelve. Ding-dong.
Ding-dong. I like to name the clocks
In my house. I named this one Tick-Tock
Because his ticks and tocks are too loud.

Brooke Anderson

An Alien in my Cereal

There's a small navy blue alien
eating my fruit loops this morning.

Catherine Frizzell

The Six-Color Flow

The six-color flow
is with blue as in wavy ocean
or pink as in screeching parrot, red
as in flame fire or purple as in glasses
or white as in one Siberian tiger
or in orange as the sun and
that my friend is the sixcolor flow.

Courtney Haynes
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Harrisburg Elementary
Harrisburg
Faculty Contact: Linda Lambert
Visiting Writers: Bethany Edstrom & Jamie Simpson
Why I Love You
You wiggle like a duck. You
Tick-tock around. Sometimes you
Are tacky and sticky. You like
Salty and fluffy google bugs.
You like jigsaw puzzles. You
Like to juggle balls. Your stomach
Rumbles. You like to twist a
Lot. You waddle really funny.
You have an iris shamrock
Necklace. You have got alligator
Sharp teeth. You're really good
On the computer. You eat
Bar-b-que. You look through
The kaleidoscope.

Carey Elizabeth Witt

(untitled)
If I could leap higher than anyone in the
World I would be a dolphin and if I waddle
Like a walrus and swing up in the air
Like a juggler then I turn into a policeman
Then I would be a caterpillar so if I got eaten
By a crow I would be a centipede and if I was a
Cupcake and I was eaten by a person
I would turn into a hiccup.

Brandon Dillinger

Anaconda

I slide on my belly below banana trees.
Rats scurry away from me, as monkeys
Toss coconuts at me. I slip
Over pinecones that poke my belly and cut my tail.
Poison dart flowers smell like the old gray blood of mice.
I taste the blood of a baby gorilla. For dessert
I gobble a coconut banana split. When I digest
I feel my food moving through me. I hear
Leftover monkeys saying ooh ooh ah ah ooh ooh.

First Grade
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The Slo t Machine

The slot machine was exploding with quarters
when I won-it sounded like a weed whacker
when all of the quarters fell out. The machine
started to waddle and bounce. Then it started
to sneeze and cough before
I could do anything it started to smoke
and when I went to get some food it tasted like shrimp
and frog legs mixed together, and it made me wiggle and cough.
My stomach started rattling and popping and my head
started to spin and all of a sudden crickets were everywhere.

Jonathan Weeks

Angry

Happy

I am so angry

I am so happy

I could kick
my door it's
like having
garlic in your
mouth I feel like
kicking someone
I could just break
glass and cut
my doll's hair
off I could
break a window
and feel like
starting a fire

I can do anything
in the whole live
world I am
like a bird on
a tree chirping
out loud I could
just feel the
happiness all
over my body
I could see my
hair just float
in the air
and play with my hair.

Veronica Vega
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Harvey Jones Elementary
Springdale
Faculty Contact: Carol Young
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Tiffany Denman

A Cow
I am a cow long and fat.
The only thing I can't do is sit on my lap.
My father is gone,
my mom is here.
Another thing I can't do is drive
or steer.

One More Day
Get off me. Get off me.
I am your chair.
I will be glad next year
When you are not here.
I have one more day
Till you go away.
So I won't be in pain.

Andrew Bolt

Patrick Young

Talking Food
As I open the fridge door I see
food galore. They talk and walk and dance
and sing. Oh my gosh, what a very weird scene!
I think I've died and gone to heaven,
but wait, I'm only seven.
Miranda Bell

Opening My Chocolate Box
When I open my chocolate box,
It smells like old wood.
It tastes like socks.
It feels like an alligator's skin.
It looks like an old banana cut in half.
It sounds like a eat's purr.
Ana Claudia Aguayo
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I Am a Pegasus

my wings like silk,
my mane like willow branches swaying in the wind.
I fly like an eagle swooping for its prey.
I land like a swan on a summer pond.
I fold my wings and bow my head for a cool drink
in a stream on a summer afternoon.
I graze in a meadow, the grass as sweet as honey
but as green as the sea.
The sky shines dim like a sapphire.
I grow tired. I lie down and fold my wings
and lay my head down and rest for the night.
Alya Woelk

Love

Love smells like rose perfume.
Love tastes like a big, fat elephant.
Love looks like a rose.
Love feels like a white cat.
Love sounds like a zebra
running in the house.
Ana Claudia Aguayo

Rascal, the Bombay Kitten

I am Rascal the Bombay Kitten.
My owner Sharnarah calls me Bitten.
She always feeds me turkey and gravy
and some water that looks a little wavy.
I sleep really sound during the day
so that at night I can jump and play.
I run around from here to there,
bouncing and jumping everywhere.
I walk around, and I meow and purr,
then I go on a "freak" spur.
Whenever I do something good and neat,
she will give me a special treat.
I really do like my life,
free of all pain and strife.
Shamarah Bundy
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Horace Mann Junior High
Little Rock
Faculty Contact: Stella Hayes
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Bethany Edstrom
Alabama
If you come here on a Saturday, the sky will be dark You'll think a tornado hit here-

the streets will be gray and the buildings will lean. The mailboxes will be in the middle of the street and papers will be everywhere. The wind will blow hard with
women's dresses blowing everywhere. The church bell will ring without any help, the
nightclubs will still be open with music loud. But out of all of this you move down the
street and the sky will be bright and streets will be clean everybody will be happy and
the buildings will be okay. It seems like the place is slit in two-half good half bad.

Kenneth Wakwe

The Poisoned Apple Speaks

She poisoned me
that evil woman
the one with the wicked wrinkles
and the crooked nose
the pretty one
with sinister eyes
they're both the same
she turned my red skin
almost black
she took my sweetness
and replaced it with evil
pure hatred fills my love
she poisoned me
that evil woman
and fed me to that little girl

Devon White

(untitled)

Coretta,
My heart is tired. I've
worked as hard as I could, Coretta. There's
still no change. But I must go on.
I have to keep fighting. A better
day must come. Unless we work
it'll never change. One day the little
black kids will play with little white
kids all across the world. Jesse
says they want me to speak
Love,
Martin

Joseph Mitchell
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(untitled)

I ride across the open field as the sun rises over the cliff I think about the things I
must do. Today we will ride to Wyoming with the herd of cattle that will never see
another beautiful sunset after today. But as my horse kicks up his feet, I forget about
what I must do today and ride across the field as though there will be no tomorrow.
As I feel the horses run, there becomes a pattern between the horses running and my
heart. As the pattern become more alike our hearts become intertwined and I know
that I am a cowboy on the open fields of Oklahoma where the sun will always rise.

Elizabeth Rush
(untitled)

I saw the lightbulb flash, then
come on the color of violet, and
with one whistle shatter.

Chris Storey

Postcard from Mena

Mena is a very small town,
like 99 people small.
All the old men go
to the store and just hang around.
After that everyone will
go work on the farm.
If you stood at the only
traffic light in the morning
the sun would lightly shine
in your face. It feels like
a warm shower when you're cold.
Every household has animals
and about six acres of land.
The only bad thing about this
town is that no one ever
leaves. Everyone knows everybody,
everyone knows where you
were last night, what time you
left, and when you got home.
It's like you have no
life. Everyone knows when
you're in trouble, everyone knows everything
about you.

Rachel Furnish
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Huttig High School
Huttig
Faculty Contact: Gayanne Coleman
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone & Peter Kessler
Driving up the Street
Driving up the street dodging the stray dogs
missing the squirrels crossing the street.
Smoke is in the air from the plant
down the street.
Passing the red sign with GO
written in shoe polish.
Our green population sign with 900 hundred
people preceded by a black 3.
We pass the cop who never
stops anybody sitting there just to scare people.
My aunt plastered to her window watching
how many times I go to my girlfriend's house.

Brent Little
Poem
There is a season
were the leaves change colors
and the wind shakes the long sticks
and all these little creatures
with four long arms and legs
pull together the leaves in one pile
and take a gadget and strike it
then they put it up to the leaves
the creatures go inside
then little creatures come out to nature
and dance around the bright thing
the creatures are making a funny sound
then there is this twinkling sound
now there are these white flaky cold things
hitting the nature's bottom.
Ashley Reddin
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Poem

My town is a disaster.
Black bats are flying
out blue windows.
Eyeballs are whizzing
through. Purple hands
are slapping off of palms.
Fingers are like little rats
going by. Teeth are biting
heads off. Yellow toenails
are blowing around your
nose. Ears are trying to zoom
by and listen. Green eyelashes
are slapping everything.
White cats are scratching up
a mess. Red freckles are sticking
to everyone's face. Black
balloons are taking everyone
away. Orange tiny lady bugs
are going by trying to put
spots on your blue back.
Gold lizards are jumping about.
Silver frogs are just giving every
pink person a olive green wart.
Burgundy grasshoppers are all
in your face. Sky blue monkeys
are jumping from every oak.

Brenae Craig

(untitled)

The lights are filled
With glare in the air.
The roads are filled with
colorful things with wheels
and often hit cars and have minor
injuries.
There is a good smell in the air.
And thousands of people
are homeless and need somewhere
to go and stay for a while until
they get some money.

Heather Padgett

Huttig

Huttig is like an airplane you'll just fly
right through it because of the smallness
There is always a rooster
cock-a-doodle-doo-ing in the morning
Every day downtown there is the same old
lady dipping snuff and mettling kids
The birds are singing the same songs that
cheer everyone up
All the families get together and have
a good time
Huttig is another form of an eye: if you
close it it's gone.

Krystal Smith
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Junction City Elementary
Junction City
Faculty Contact: Margaret McGaha
Visiting Writers: Tiffany Denman & Rob Griffith
Stop Sign
I'm just a little octagon on a post,
but I wish I were a triangle.
My life is pretty simple. All I do is sit
and watch these boxes with creatures in them.
I don't know what I am,
but every once in a while
I hear someone say, "Stop sign!"
I wish I were a triangle
so the creatures in boxes would not stop and
look at me.
And if I were a triangle,
the creatures would just slow down
and keep going.

Been in the City
When you are in the City,
It spreads its wings,
Making songs in stone.
In the evening, the City
Goes to bed
Hanging lights above its head.

Aletheia Mason

Cameron Vick
If I Were a Tree

life would be standing still.
I would have apples all over
and birds perching on me.
I would have birds singing
to each other every day.
I would be medium sized
with a rough side to me,
and I would be very beautiful
with a crowd of roses planted around me.
If I were a tree, life
would be soothing as music and easier
than threading thread through a huge needle.
I think I would like being a tree
for a while.

I am your appendix. I help
you breathe.
I go to Little Organ Elementary.
My friends are Spleen and Stomach.
My teacher is Mrs. Heart.
There is this kid who's really smart.
His name is Braino.
Anyway, I am sick
And will have to be taken out.
But don't worry. In Organ Heaven
I will make new friends
With your baby teeth and tonsils.

Sheena Thompson

Matthew Wood
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Appendix

Paramedic's Day

When you are a paramedic,
You smell the gloves as you put them on.
You hear the siren go off as you fly down the road.
You see the sick and hurt people
Coming inside the ambulance.
You hear the wheels screech as you stop
When you approach the hospital.
You see the doors swing open
As the doctors take the sick or hurt patient
Out of the ambulance into the emergency room.
As you taste a warm doughnut,
You imagine who will be next.

Paige Pinson
The Door to Somewhere

Down the stairs and to the left,
I see a door that's painted red.
I open the door, and what do I see?
I see a sea full of fish drinking tea.
As I go further down, I see a purple door.
I open that door, and something jumps out at me.
I see a blue door down the hall,
And I hear some animals having a ball.
I go for a walk to get that off my mind.
I step in a puddle. It looks like a monster has been crying.
As I go a little further, I see a shadow,
And so I follow.
It went into a room. I went in behind,
And I found out what was crying.
So I left real quick and made a few turns
And found out that I was long gone.
I found another door and went inside.
I never found out where it went,
But I'm sure it led to somewhere.

Hannah Williams
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Kensett Elementary
Kensett
Faculty Contact: Marilyn L. Brewer
Visiting Writers: Brad Summerhill & Zack Thomas

Highway of a Cliff

The highway of a
cliff seems never
to end, circle after
circle like the
rings of an old
tree. You look up.
It is spinning
around you like
a merry-go-round.
If you look down
it seems there are
steps like a
drill bit of
a drill. When
the top is reached
it seems like an
ancient place of
solitude, each
spin of the
mountain seems
like Chinese temples.
When you go down
it seems to go fast.
Finally it is a relief
to reach the bottom.

Zach Capps

My Daddy

My dad is no Einstein,
His breath smells like watermelon rind.
His hair feels like Crisco,
He don't know how to play Marco Polo.
He can't hit like Mark McGwire,
His beard is like twisted wire.
When he walks he squeaks like a rat,
He once broke a chair when he sat.
Despite all his faults,
He will not pause nor halt,
To get up in the night
To make sure I am all right.
All through my life my daddy he'll be,
I will love him and he will love me.

Justin Luttrell

The Everlasting Storm

As it began with a mirror
of rainbows, as highways of lightning
come in, the people are running
to the house, still fields of tornados
and lightning of snakes. All
the ivy of the dew as children's
fingers look like frozen catfish,
lights flashing everywhere, people
are running for their lives
as the fingers of pine trees
are warming up the storm ends
as the sunrise is looking like glass.

Shane Smith
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Fingers of Pine Trees
Barber Shop of Tornadoes

They will pull
the sun right out
of the sky. Glistening
and gleaming their
nails will shine when
fingers of pine trees come
reaching down to grab
the flowers from
the ground, they will
jump back and forth
from sunrise to sundown.

Corne look at the
barber shop of tornadoes
one by one they get a
fence pulled out
or their wind trimmed
down and sometimes they
go to get a window
the ladies like to get a
pedicure or manicure for
their grassy toes the
barber is like a stone-stiff and scared. Beware
stay in your houses because
they think they are
superfly.

Crystal Langley

Shanae Williams

Mirror of Lightning
When I look in the mirror
I do not see me. I
see beautiful lightning storms
as beautiful as a summer's day
I try to touch it but when I
do it pulls me in. I can't
get out-when I do I
know to be careful.
Now when I look into
the mirror I see me
with lightning in my eyes.

Tara Nichole Hughes
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Lockesburg Elementary
Lockesburg
Faculty Contact: Velma Owens
Visiting Writers: Zack Thomas & Peter Kessler
Better Again
My Mamaw is better,
her energy is back. She
smells red roses and
watermelons too. Everybody's
jumping around, everybody's off the
ground like blue jays
flying in the air. No one's
sick, no one's dying. Mamaw's
better again. She can talk,
she can walk, she can
sing, and as always, she' s never mean.
She can run, she can play.
She is better again.

(untitled)

Craig Ridley
(untitled)

I am sitting in the woods behind my house
watching the blue jays fly over my head
like blue flowers in a storm.
I smell the flowers
they smell like fresh-baked apple pies
it seems like I could touch the clouds
it's like they're on the ground.
I can hear the birds singing their songs
they sound like an early spring morning.
It's like I am in a far away land,
millions of miles from anyone.
When my mom and dad fight
it settles me down.
I like to watch all the wildlife,
especially the deer
that leap across the trail.
I love the sound of waterfalls
when I am madit cools me down.

Kayla Ward
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I sit alone there
yet I do not feel alone
under the long branches
of my tree. I hear
the quiet whistle of wrens
as I climb and watch
them build their nests
and smell the sweet
distant apple pie baking.
I know when I leave my
tree it will stay and wait
for me. As I reach the
top I look over the
tall hills and see the
other trees and know
this one is my tree,
where I'm not alone.

Casey Ayers
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My Creek
I sit on the bank and smell the sweet
smell of honey that came from vines that grow on the
fence row, and when I listen I hear the
sound of rushing water. My hand runs over
the smooth colorful rocks of the earth.
My eyes search the trees for the squirrels who
bounce and laugh among my friends the owls.
I'm tasting the breeze, and when the
trees dance I feel like I' m in a place
unknown.

Kayle Helms

Cactus Sunset on the Horizon

The hot sun beamed down on me as if
I were a bad thing, but not at all was
I a bad thing. For now I see a desperate
coyote limping toward me. I feel his wet tongue
on my prickly cover as he drinks of my
water. Now I hear the great tumbleweeds
crossing the deadly desert. And when
the sun sets I can already feel
the new tomorrow.

Anonymous

Skyscraper Rainbow

Skyscraper rainbow
is taller than the clouds,
but it is smaller than
a rainbow. It has
stairs that you can
climb up and touch
the stars.

Beth Taylor
A Place with Blackberries

In a place with big juicy blackberries.
Where the blackberries are so good I could eat millions of them .
In a place where you can hear bears chewing the blackberries.
In a place you can smell the delicious blackberries all around you.
It makes you want to eat them all.
In a place where the thorns are so sharp, you can stab right through steel.

Andrew Slate
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Lonoke Middle School
Lonoke
Faculty Contact: Betty Larkan
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Veronica Schuder
(untitled)
I got the blues and I'm happy
I'm going to razor right over you.

Vanessa Hopkins

Other Ways to Use a Green Pea
I love green peas but I don't
eat them. They are wonderful
mushy like a sponge, and I would
rather put them on my ears like
earrings than eat them.

Shelly Bourne

Pig Feet
Beans

The feet of the pigs
are pink and fatty
floating in the pickle and
vinegar juices makes you
twist your nose, but yet
it is amazing that they
used to trudge in the mud
where the other dozens of
feet meet.

You smell like smoke
from a burning stove
where my mother stands.
I don't know why
I eat you beans.
I guess because my morn
makes me.
When you boil all
slimy and hot popping
from the bow1.

Jeremy Brown

Jessica Scott
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Raining Berries

Berries burn in the burning rain of the forest
that falls like straws,
Let's go pick the burned berries of the forest rain.

Carrie Acrey

The Critic

The cold feeling of light
stretching my body
like a rubber band
I turn the knob
figures and images
dancing on the huge screen
eliminating the room
tingling in my mind
running through my fingers
floating through my mouth
overflowing in the light of the screen
the sound, a sonic blast
the end is near.

Steve Goss

(untitled)

I'm a sp arkle in the sky like
a moon in the wind like a star
in the sky like a plant on earth
like a cloud in the sky like rain
in the winter like a man hopping
wh en a woman plays music
like a girl on a swing like a boy
at school like the wind in the sky
pushing you faster and faster.

Krystal Wolfolk

Black-Eyed Peas

They look like an eye that came from an animal's head,
They smell like steam from a bubbling pot,
They taste like .. . smoke . .. smoke from fireworks,
They feel like little bubbles about to burst.

Will Fletcher
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Lonoke Middle School Return Trip
Lonoke
Faculty Contact: Betty Larkan
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Veronica Schuder
(untitled)
(untitled)

I.
Misery in a black heart that bums
without fire
sitting alone watching the mist on the
window as the sun comes out
spirits lurk through the floor
as they vanish as you watch as a dark
light brings heave into your soul
chained down in your generation
you hear the whipcrack. In the
cellar pain is listening.

Black and blue
see you through
black attack
blue run back
squeeze in a sack
or in my back or
on a rack
black and blue the color crew

Valencia Hawkins

II.
Strike the drum and listen
as you vanish into June.
Indians dance through the pins when they drop
lurk through the light
see what you find.
III.
She cooks him ham and hot cakes
5:30 every mom
She does the dishes and irons his uniforms
She says she might have loved him once but that
was long ago
And the rain pours down like a holy waterfall
on the Gulf of Mexico.

Maggie Meredith

(untitled)

the weather is cold
I loss my soul
I am dress in gold

Jesse Barnes

The Mirror

As I see you, you see me
The resemblance of your face is the same as mine
I have your clothes, you have mine
Your hair is also blonde
I reach to touch you, you reach to touch me.
But we only bump.

Drew Lindley
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(untitled)

light the candle
light the furnace
watch it vanish
into the mist of
June alone sits
a tree but it died
suddenly without
water from that
one mischievous
dream

the man lived
in the cellar
without light
the cool breeze
strikes his
chained up body
and he lives there
died in his old
frightened bed

(untitled)

When you look over the hillside
and see fields with green
flowers with red and blue colors
that glow in the sunlight.

Candace Privitt

You look out through the meadow
and see the sheep with their
hair that looks like cotton
in the field and the bell
rings like school bells.

(untitled)

You blow your hot breath
onto the cold ice and it
starts to melt and the water
drops like a rainstorm and
gets everything wet
that it falls on.

roots of a tree
just want to make me jazz
roots of a tree
just want to make me dance
roots of a tree
just want to make me sing
roots of a tree
just feel like I am on a stage full of spotlights.
Beth Williams

You see the old train
sitting on the road track
and you the rust that
looks like brown sugar
when it flows off on
to the hard ground.
Bo Williams

Cats

The cats are invisible
but you can see them dance
They play their flutes and meow
when the cats go to the cellar
they hide and anticipate.
But what do they anticipate?
They anticipate the blowing of the reeds.
In the mist I disappear.
Courtenay Dunlap
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Manila Elementary
Manila
Faculty Contact: Connie Evans
Visiting Writers: Bill Notter & Mark Cherry
Crossing Arkansas in my Toilet
Crossing Arkansas in my to1let. When
I go down the highway people
look and laugh at me. It feels funny
to me when I'm going 50 down
the highway on my toilet. When
I stop at gas stations I feel embarrassment
because I'm the only one who is
driving a toilet. I would go down gravel
roads so I can see my way and nobody
will see me and laugh at me. The good
thing about driving a toilet is you
don't have to stop and get gas. Another
good reason why driving a toilet is
good: you don't have to stop and
use the restroom. The way the
toilet might taste is well I don't know
because I'm not gonna try to take
a big chunk out of it and chip my
tooth. The way it smells, well
you know what a toilet smells
like.

Matt Nolde
(untitled)
A strange way to cross Arkansas would be on
my grandma. I would jump on her back and ride
down the middle of the road. The people in cars
throw Coke cans at us. When we stop to
refuel, people look at us funny and honk
their horns at us. When we finally get to
Texarkana, my tired, smelly Grandma
gets hijacked and my back is sunburned
from the sun.

Jim Crosthwait
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(untitled)

Hunting sounds like toast falling on the floor buttered-side down,
Hunting tastes like freezing cold water with little pieces of ice in it,
Hunting feels like wood sticking little splinters in my hand,
Hunting looks like the smoke coming from a forest fire late in the afternoon,
Hunting smells like an easily won computer game after you get home.

David Owens
Hail

Hail feels like hundred of
pineapples falling on my head
Hail tastes like a huge snowcone with no flavor
Hail smells like a fresh green
spring rainy day
Hail looks like clear, juicy
cherries falling from the
bright, blue sky above
Hail sounds like a bunch of thunder
denting the gravel in.

Valerie Weaver
Homework

Homework looks like your arm is sleeping. Homework
tastes like a spitwad. Homework sounds like you
are wadding up a car. Homework smells like a
shoe that hasn't been washed in years. Homework
feels like a garbage can.

Jared Ryan
Cloud

A cloud looks like a ball of cheese in the ocean
A cloud tastes like Texas in a bottle
A cloud sounds like coffee grains from a cow
A cloud smells like paint inside a toilet
A cloud feels like roller skates on Bill's head

Tabitha Mans
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Manila High School
Manila
Faculty Contact: Paula Poag
Visiting Writers: Bethany Edstrom & Mary Stokes
Mary and Bethany

We are Mary and Bethany. We travel
around Arkansas explaining to stupid
teenagers how to write good poetry. They
never cooperate without making rude
comments and gestures. We hate doing
this, but it is our job. We deal with it,
because we get paid for it. We love
money. We hate our jobs. We don't
understand how difficult it is to comprehend
the basics. The children never do comprehend.
Shakespeare

Heather Taggart

I really hate this stupid writer's
block. I need some kind of hardto-understand perverted joke
to insert in my play called
Romeo and Juliet. It sounds great
up till here, but then I just
need something inspirational, something
that reaches out and grabs the funny,
funny bone, but needs some thinking
to roll people over like a steamroller.
Never-Ending Friendship ... Or Was It

Robert Harwood

Our friendship was never-ending thing
I thought. It was sweet and sticky at times like
syrup. But like corduroy, bumpy and rough.
But at times like a spider's web, it could
hang in a certain place for hours or days. It
felt like an angel was watching over us.
Then it would be like a hook stabbing me
in the heart. It was like a glass of juice
I could go back for more if I ran out.
But now since you have gone it's as though
I am a smelly truck that you do not want
anymore and have found a new car and left
me behind in my little town of Manila.
Sarah Master
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Victorian Sky

Astronomer

Victoria is a small town
It contains nothing interesting at all
unless you consider skunks delightful to smell
You can see fields of nothing
That go on for miles
like a web of dirt clods
all perfectly aligned
The taste of herbicides reminds me
of grapefruit juice
It's always bitter on your tongue
And all you can hear is the sound of tractors
rolling and rumbling across the plains

As I gaze up into the heavens
above I see things most people
don't see. The planets. The
stars. And the galaxies. I watch
in amazement as the star formations.
form, wondering what it would be
like to be a part of them, having
everyone staring at me. I wonder
if there is anyone else that
sees the heavens as I see them, if
there is anyone else that wants
to touch the same star as me.

Ashley Nicole Dozhier

In the summer the air feels sticky like syrup
My advice to you is not to wear corduroy
But nevertheless there's one good thing
It will definitely get you hooked
It's the beautiful sky, always so clear
Just the way it glistens and shines
It seems as if you could stare into Heaven

and see an angel hanging above
So if you ever decide to truck on down
Just look high into the sky
and close off all your other senses
Because if you don't you can be sure
It will be your very last visit

Sarah Stutts

One Hit Wonder Town

This is the one-hit wonder town. We have
a lake, a big lake. That's it. The
fair never comes here. Unless it's
the book fair. No concerts, nothing.
We're also known for getting lots
of tornadoes and for the way the entire
city turns into a giant swamp, full of our
town's horrible, undrinkable water
every time it rains.
Amy Ward
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Maynard High School
Maynard
Faculty Contact: Marilyn Horsman
Visiting Writers: Cathy Hunter & Laura Runyan
How to Know You're in Maynard
You know you're in Maynard when
you smell
burnt leaves and grandma's cooking and
fresh cut hay.
You know you're in Maynard when
you see
Rainbow car wash and you see old abandoned
buildings and a burnt pool hall by a crafts
store.
You know you' re in Maynard when
you hear
kids laughing, running, screaming and
the sound of basketballs going
ta turnp ta turnp.
You know you' re in Maynard when
you have a place to call
horne.

Annetta Hallinger
Visit

Corne and visit, he-he
You want to catch me because there are woods
and I am out there
where pine trees
hover over the drive way
It is curving
and white gravel goes all the way
to the big gray trailer
on the hill.
A concrete basketball court
And a wooden deck
at the front of my trailer
And big bay window you can look out on the deck
and see all kinds of scratchy wood.

Jeremy Pyles
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Visit

Come visit me,
I live on the top of a hill
around dead man's curve
Where the bison run free, and
the river runs wild.
Ride a camel till you get
to the patch of lilies
then swim a mile, and
climb the tall hill.
I'll meet you on my
porch with candy and roses.

Judy Jenkins

How to Know for Sure You're in Maynard,
Arkansas

You can smell the cheeseburgers and French fries
from K and S restaurant.
There is a big metal building
at the top of the hill
in the town of Maynard.
There are 2 burnt buildings
across from the restaurant,
A car wash
with a rainbow on the side.
You can smell the burning
of the tires
from the high school kids
getting out from school.
You can see
a tree with shoes in it.
There is a green
gas station
a cemetery
with an arch
on the outside
big hill.
And a white water tower
you can hear
chickens clucking
dogs barking.
Chris Taylor

(untitled)

Eugene signaled the bartender, waving his arm enthusiastically. His hair was a
mess and his eyes were dilated and blood-shot. When Rashaad walked into the bar, he
had to take a second glance at the inebriated man. Was that the same police officer
who came to his class yesterday to discuss law?
Rashaad walked closer to the man and leaned over the stools to see his face.
"Officer Eugene Lester?" he asked politely.
Eugene turned his head so slowly he seemed as if in slow motion.
"Yeah," he said flatly, almost uncertain of what he was saying. He wobbled
back and forth on the bar stool, threatening to spill onto the floor at any moment.
Rashaad bit his tongue to keep from laughing and turned around. He wondered if police work was that stressful as he walked away with the drunken man
yelling, yelling after him.
Amanda Bray
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Mena High School
Mena
Faculty Contact: Mike McMaster
Visiting Writers: Jamie Simpson & Mary Stokes

Chaos

Watch out for the Q-tip
Going down the drain
The neighbor will get mad
Nobody knows what happened to Jill
The cow jumped over the fence
The oven burned the turkey
The leaves fell off the tree
Bob called the police
And the dog bit the cat
The water boiled over
Little Johnny fell off the bed
And busted out his teeth
The picture fell off the wall
Little homie shot another homie
But don't hit the ants crossing the street
The sky turned dark and cloudy
Baby Mary started crying
And the plumber fixed the toilet
But the toilet paper is gone
And the TV blew up
But the microwave still works
Don't slam the door
Because Uncle Tun gets mad
But make sure you dot your i's
And always cross your t' s
But don't connect the dotted line
Because it's not a straight line
Be sure and wear your seatbelt
Or the blue lights will get you
Don't forget to water the garden
Because the red sign told me to stop

Autumn Haze

I sleep. A dark peace
Falls on me.
A crow flies through
My mind.
It is black. Like my
Thoughts.
I will awake to
Brightness.
I will be blinded by
The light.
I cannot see for
The nightmares.
The leaves die like
The people.
Spring will
Come.
The world will
Awaken.
We Fly.

Joe McCoy
Sometimes You Feel Like a Nut

Slip past the silver hourglass
Melt under the chair
Float into light fade away from darkness
Drift through the door
Locked and unlocked alike
Shining stars fall from the sky
The wax taxi just left the stop
And got the animal on the corner.

Jessica Julian

Danny Townsend
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Apparent Trap
Neurotic Psycho

She is constantly cleaning,
cleaning possibly anything,
from the bottom of my shoes
to the picture frame on the wall
she just washed 10 minutes ago
and well of course that's not all.
She's constantly telling me
to get a bowl for the grapes
instead of eating them out of the bag.
She reminds me she loves me
and she'll always be there,
but sometimes I feel like
pulling out my hair.
She is a Neurotic psycho
a freak if I might add
and that's not really bad.
She always corrects me on things I've done
her words are exactly "Don't do that hun!"
She drives me totally crazy, insane even
that sometimes I wonder if she's
really a demon.
I love her very dearly
I hold her close to my heart
that I hope we will never part
though I am curious just waiting to see
if she'll treat her daughter
just like she treated me.

"I love you."
"I love you too."
"Promise me you'll stay."
"I'll never leave."
"I don't want to get pregnant."
"I'll pull out I swear."
"I took a test. It was positive."
"You're kidding, right?"
"What are we going to do?"
"Let's get married; we' ll raise it together."
"Please don' t leave me."
"I'm not ready to be tied down."
"I thought you were sending money. She
needs diapers."
"I wanted new shoes."
"She's yours and you know it."
"Prove it."
"Why are you here?"
"I came to see my daughter."
"It's her birthday."
"I forgot. I'm sorry."
"Where's my daddy?"
"He left a long time ago."

Jennifer Peek

On the Assembly Line

This is not me
I am not here
counting endlessly
forever watching them go b y.
the vertigo.
you move but they are still.
you think but in circles.
Brief respites.
deaf to screams, hearing whispers.
hearing only the machine's heart beating.
thump thump thump
endlessly in circles.

Bonee' Smith

Amber Cowan
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Mountain View Elementary
Mountain View
Faculty Contact: Diana Ramsey
Visiting Writers: Brad Summerhill & Troy Benowitz
The Drummer

I wish I were a chef, but instead
I'm a drummer. I've got scraggly
hair that' s wet with sweat and as
dirty as a dustrnop. I wish I were
a chef, then I'd make sushi and
salads and a bunch of other stuff.
I'd love nice hair and wear a
big hat, but I'm a drummer with no good
clothes to wear. I wish, I wish,
I wish I were a chef.

The Garden
In the garden the sparkling

roses glitter in the sun and
the beautiful daffodils shine.
Suddenly, a wind blew
the flowers then it stopped
and all was quiet.

Areia Carroll

Jennifer Phillips

The Gangster

I wish I were a gangster in the gang,
but I am a cook at McDonald's.
I wish I could carry a gun,
but all I carry is a spatula.
I wish I had friends like gangsters do,
but my friends are the French fries I see every day.
I wish I was popular like gangsters are,
but I am only popular to the burgers I toss.

Joe Hall
Behind the Old House

Behind the old house so peaceful and quiet,
with marvelous beauty the birds chirp and
holler in peace. In the background
you can hear the brown velvety
fur of a squirrel rubbing against
the bark of trees.

Landon Aaron
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A Rainy Day for Hunting
One cold rainy day me and my Dad
went deer hunting. We went up an old road
that looked like it had been there for a
hundred years. I felt the drops of water fall off
the tree and on to my head and it
smelled like a fresh rain. And we came
to a fork in the road and we took the
left and it didn't get so clear. We went
higher and higher into the woods. So we went up
on to where we were going, and sat down. So when
we got there we grunted a few times and
then we sat.

Brad Taylor
Mailman
Every day I see the mail
just sitting in my bag
every day I wonder what's inside.
Yesterday, I saw a piece that took
me far away. A yellow letter
with a rose. How I wonder
what's inside. It could be a love letter.
It could say good-bye.
Yesterday I saw a letter.
How I wonder what's inside!

Keegan Lawrence

Roasting Ear Creek
The spidery cabin sits in the
corner. You can hear the water
whistling down below. The smell
of Grandmother cooking bacon.
The scarce sound of minks
playing in the field.

The Dirt Devil Florist
Yes I'm a florist, but really I want
to be a vacuum cleaner. Yes, cleaning the
floor would be such a wonderful treat!
To feel that electrical charge when I get
plugged in, to go in nooks that I could
never have gone in before! I feel the
power! Vroooooom! Some lint? Suck! Some
dirt? Gone. Oh the wonder of what it
would be like to be a vacuum. But
Mrs. Hardaway needs these roses, maybe
she needs her floor cleaned. I think I'd
be a dirt devil .... But there's always
a janitor to be discovered ...

Michelle Davis

Kelli Larris
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Mt. Ida Elementary & High Schools
Mt. Ida
Faculty Contact: Joyce May
Visiting Writers: Bill Notter & Gavin Post
Television

I am a television that always
has my eyes open watching people sitting
on the couch. I never get any sleep.
I hate it when they don't leave me on
one station; they always change me
here and there. I am always on, never
off, but they can leave me on all they
want. I am not the one who has to
pay the bill.
If Pencils Were Cheetahs?

Amy Weston
If pencils were cheetahs. I
think I could not write this poem right
now because cheetahs have no lead and
they would eat my hands off.

Life

Amy Brown

I'm sitting on my couch
Watching some TV show
Someone's yelling.

My father is outside working.
My little brother thinks that he's playing in dirt.
He's doing much more than that.
Coming home from work,
From pounding nails to boards,
From sawing boards,
to only find more work.
He must care a lot when he does this.
He spends hours outside
Getting up at 4:00 in the morning.
Going to bed at midnight.
The whole time working.
Sometimes I feel selfish.
Whitney Aura
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Dreams

The cool crisp air nips at my toes and fingers
a fog stretches along the quiet track
I open the barn door and listen for the
soft peaceful nickers that lay ahead of me
and the smell of the manure on the soft straw.
As I walk through I hear my boots
hit soft along the concrete.
In the distance I hear the soft
hoofbeats of the foals as they run.
I dream that someday I will
be out there.
My adrenaline rushing as we
race around a soft dirt track at speeds that
are unknown to me at that time
Cup
I dream that I finish the race
in first and am being led into the
I am a cup.
winner's circle.
I go to England to see the
But I know that day will
Queen and have tea.
come in the future. For now
1 lump or 2 lumps?
I'm stuck in hand with the
This dish soap tastes bad. Yuck!!!
straw, wheelbarrow, pitchfork and
I can feel the people's fingers
dreams.
one by one on my handle.
I hear what everyone talks
Jessica N.
about while having coffee.
Plus the dishwasher smells
real bad. So leave me alone
I'm going to the cupboard to take a
little rest.
Sondra Abbott

Envelope ...

I am a solid color white with three
black words.
I feel really smooth and sometimes very
sticky.
I taste really disgusting when people
use me for stuff.
I sound like a quiet whisper, floating through
a room full of people.
I smell like peach sensations when people
send me to other places.

Kayla Curtis
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Oak Ridge Central
Ravenden Springs
Faculty Contact: Cheryl Goetz
Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & Mark Cherry

The Swamp

Fear

I walk through the swamp

Fear is like a Bear
with a clown suit on
Fear is like a deer
with a red nose
Fear is like a bear
trying to slip back in
you can't hear the fear
but the fear is with you
Laughing at you like
a monkey.

and see the alligators.
Swimming they eat raccoons,
and other such animals.
When will it be me?

Josh Brown

Rodney Dulgar
The Devil's Bathtub
Down in the Hall Creek Canyon I
plunged off the Massey Cliff into the
still but pleasant spring water. Sinking down
try to touch the heel of my foot to catapult
to the top. The compression to your cool ears.
Try to spring up with that last breaths that feels
like it's the last cookie in the cookie jar. You're
free at last like a coon in a den tree with hound
dogs on its tail. Climbing back to the top for
the rush of the Devil's Bathtub.
Rusted Trim

Rodney Dulgar

Purple puddles with water spots
Halls, walked, in a foreign land
Free toaster to the winner
Through forgotten, dewy, fall fields
A celebration of gray images
Inside old water drenched frames
Chipped paint, rusted trim.

Lindsey Jones
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A Las Vegas Casino

Lights of many colors
a swirl of blue and a flash of pink
the smell of stale smoke burns my nostrils
as water fills my eyes
"Keno" the waitress yells
as the sound of coins falling against coins
fills the air
Royal flushes and jackpots,
winning all around.
Craps tables are full of tourists, cameras around their necks,
trying their hands at luck.
At the bar, no stool is left empty
big glasses of margaritas,
and long neck bottles of beer
at least one in every hand.
Old woman with lots of lipstick,
Wayne Newton on stage,
Showgirls wearing nothing
but glitter and a smile.
A male impersonator of "Cher,"
Old men at the buffet
carrying out a conversation over dinner.
The gift shop filled with souvenirsthimbles, postcards, shot glasses and shirts
The glass doors open
onto the street
as you climb into the
yellow cab.

Penny Garrett
War
I see the pictures of the war,
The people crying and holding
their young. The bombs
glowing up the sky, the
differences between people
and how they could do this.

Crystal Galbraith
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Orr Elementary
Fort Smith
Faculty Contact: Barbara Kell
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Laura Runyan

Wonder Woman

I really hate being Wonder Woman.
You think it's fun having an invisible plane,
and the stings and cracks of the
lasso hurting from when it comes
back. And Patman always
pressing me to hurry up. Robin
yells all the time, Superdork
bragging about his strength.
Day or night phone calls. That
is why we have an answering
machine. Wonder clothes doesn't
give me a discount anymore.
I try to quit but it won't
let me. That's why I don't
like being Wonder Woman.

Bobby Nutzman

Black
If I were black
I would be the night sky
The Indian's black hair swaying
in the air in war
The black lead on the tip of a pencil
sliding on the paper.

Tyler Cummings

Stars

When you look up
at the sky when it is
dark and you see all them
specks up in the sky, you're
sitting down and you're
looking up you see all them
specks and you wonder
what they are. You keep
looking up, up, up. You're
caught in a gaze just looking
up. You don't know where
you are and you look up at
the sky. You're so far away
from them tiny specks, but
when you're up there the
world looks like an ant.
You're still caught in a gaze.
You're looking up for a
while when you see the
planets Uranus, Pluto, Venus,
Saturn, Mars, Earth, Jupiter,
and Neptune. They look so
big way out there that
you feel like you can
touch them. You've been in
this gaze for hours and you
can't seem to get out of it.
What are you going to do?
So you pour cold water on
your head and you 're finally
out of the gaze.

Chris Maciejack
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A Butterfly

The butterfly flutters around,
lands on a flower without a sound.
Then night falls and the little butterfly
falls asleep till the next morning. His
wings feel lighter, and he wonders why.
Brittany Conn

The Statue of Liberty

I sit on my pedestal watching
the tiny people like ants
the planes flying around me like flies
the elevators in me feel like
I am having surgery
then all the gum like a bunch
of taffy around my base
and the new paint coats feel
like nice baths.
I like being a statue even though
it has its ups and downs.
Ryan

Red

Reds are everywhere. Some are shiny
and you bite into them. Others stand for freedom
and wave in the breeze. On Valentine's Day
the card your secret admirer gave you and
when you blush it's your cheeks. In the
hot summer it's the sun. Your mom's lipstick.
And when you're eating dinner you look out
at it, the sun glowing.
Katherine Wortley

Ravioli
If I were a ravioli being cooked

for supper every night by some
person I don't know. I feel very
hot, people sometimes forget
about me. I cannot hear nothing, I have
no ear. I cannot see, I have no eye.
My hair is the juice you eat. My body is
made of dough. So next time you eat
ravioli think about me.
Amber Robinson
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Osceola Middle School
Osceola
Faculty Contact: Sheena Williamson
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Mary Stokes

A Night in Osceola

The wind is blowing under the eaves,
whistling a wild tune.

Six People on a Trampoline

The clouds rumble in their sleep,
grumbling about having to bring the rain.
The moon swings across the sky,
trying to find the other shore.
The stars peep from behind the clouds,
trying to peer into the night.
The darkness hides the sleepy houses,
who creak quietly in their slumber.
The clouds turn pink as the sun awakes,
one more Osceola night is over.

My hair dances in the wind
Like waves in the ocean
The soldiers tap their feet
Like tap dancers on a basketball court
The basketball jumps
Like people on a trampoline
The rock skips across the lake
Like girls going to their tree house
My heart pumps blood
Like Superman pumps his muscles
The door squeaks
Like clarinets in a band

Zack Walls

Jessica Loyd

(untitled)

Imagine a violent whirlpool inside of a finger.
A finger that throws paper balls.
Paper balls made of rage.
Rage from the violent whirlpool.
Rage at the pleasant people.
People who have pleasant waters flowing
through their fingers.

Shane Gladden
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Invitation to No One

Invitation to the Back of My Head

Come to the moon with the blue and
white fog dancing all around it like
a ballet.
We will dance around the stars while many
rockets enter space.

Looking through the mirror
I can see you.
You feel real slick
like wet concrete.
When you're wet
you're blacker than the night sky.
So please come around.
After you' re dry
you're a dirty blonde.
When you're washed
you're real soft and light.
But when you're dirty
you' re bulky and heavy.
So please come around.
If you come around
I can admire you all the time.
Also I won' t have to be
looking through the mirror.
I could see you all the time,
even in an open room
so please come around.

Time: When the moon starts to glow.
Amber Ramos

(untitled)

Imagine clouds tense as a crowd or
as open as a door
Imagine rain

Chris Perkins
Allen Ammons

How to Get a Woman, Joseph

1. First you go and get a conversation with her and say, "You got big feet. "
2. Then say, "Why you ain't talking? Don't get mad. You got buttery teeth, ain't
nothing wrong with it."
3. Make her fall on her face and say, "Your breath stinks!"
4. Say, "Girl, you look too ugly."
5. Get up after she knocks you out.
Steven Davis
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Otter Creek Elementary
Little Rock
Faculty Contact: Janis Tucker
Visiting Writers: Zack Thomas & Brad Summerhill

The Kind Man and the Scared Horse

Even though as I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death I shall fear no
evil for thou art with me as psalm
says, said a British man to a scared
horse to calm him down. The horse
replied to him, thank you kind man,
surely goodness and mercy shall
follow you all days of your life.

Peter Skarda

(untitled)

The magician saw a boy that
was being a jerk, so he jerked
him out of the audience for his next
magic trick in which he was going to
saw him in half.

Basketball Player

Elizabeth Rayburn

This basketball player is on
the court,
Bouncing the ball as if it
were a rabbit trying to
catch his prey,
When he jumps up and
makes it in,
Almost like a cheetah jumping
off a mountain,
His team jumping all over
him for winning,
Like water putting the
fire out.

Molly Luzader
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January 17

On my way to Little Rock
On that very bright day
I was in the truck with my dad and brother.
The ride was very bumpy
Almost like on a camel's back.
It took us 3 hours.
Maybe 4.
The house was big
Like a big blue bam,
my dad hired two men
To help us move in.
The very first night
Was a little creepy
Because the stairs seemed to be creaking.
I got through the night.
I woke to the light.
That was my January 17th.
Stacia Smith

Hunger

many boys went on a rampage
like a ravage dog fighting over
scraps of meat by eating olives
and spitting out the eyes

Power

Yokazona throws
Beans like the
elephant sprays water
out its great
trunk. The big
and strong brown
Bear strikes like
the Blue whale's
tail hits the freezing water.

Randall Riddle

Justin Quarles
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Our Lady of the Holy Souls
Little Rock
Faculty Contact: Ileana Dobbins
Visiting Writers: Mary Stokes, Cathy Hunter, Jamie Simpson, Maria
Stafford, James Katowich & Mark Cherry

The Caller

He calls your name both night and day
He wants you for his pleasure
He'll take you in and tie you up
and never let you leave
He'll say something in another tongue
and tell you when you'll die
He'll answer questions of the past
and tell you of your future
He is the caller
He is the one
He beckons for your answer
Ignore him
Let him leisure on
Let him find another

In Grandpa's Car

When the engine starts
as the brass key turns
I hear the '85 green Oldsmobile
whisper to me
"Hello."
Grandpa puts his coffee
into the sticky cupholder.
When the windows go down
they sound like a ghost
scaring off anyone in sight.
Out the rocky driveway we go.
I see Grandpa
wave to friendly neighbors
like a perfect movie.
The seats are so comfy
and make me want to sleep,
sleep like a baby.
I stick my head out the window
and feel the wind
rush through my hair.
Back home we go.
Up goes the windows
off goes the engine.
"Goodbye," says Grandpa's car.

Catherine P Piazza

Beneath the Deck

I see the spiders, spinning a web
I hear my family swimming
the spiders are hiding, waiting for food,
the grasshoppers jumping, higher &
higher,
I feel the wet grass, I sink & sink in it,
the bird is watching for worms,
and all of us even critters are
starting to eat,
I taste the old flowers,
I hear my big brother' s last goodbye.

Caitlin Quinn

David Cash
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The Construction Worker Speaks

I am the construction worker. I breathe the brown
dust in, and out. I feel splinters piercing into my skin,
I see an empty landscape that we will soon fill, I taste
sweat going in my mouth, I always miss my hammer
at night, I hear other workers pounding at my side,
and I, cutting lumber, in which for me to fill in
after the frame is done, I love picturing my dreamhouse
glad to be in reach with it, I love hearing the loud
music of the pounding hammers of the singing,
when I am in my bed, I still pound, I love the
soft smooth top, and the round wooden bottom of my
hammer.

Mary Helen Sick

My Own Hideaway

Behind a large boulder and across a running
creek is a shady tree too tired to stand tall
so it leans on a rock. The moss on the tree is
like another world, smaller than my eyes.
The mist is like blankets covering everything.
The cool blue water is as pure as a tear.
The robins tweeting is like music playing
especially for me, and the smell of roses
is like nothing ever before.

Maggie Powell
The Butcher Speaks

Every momin' dem roosters
croak out der alarm. So I slap on my one
strap overalls, and get on out to da field
and catch me a no-tooth chicken. No-tooth
or not dem beaks still hurt. Den I take
Dis he-uh chicken and wid my razor-sharp
ax and . . . Well you know what comes
next. Chicken Soup for dinner. Urn Ummm.
My woman so proud of me. Tastes like,
well, chicken!

Caitlin Quinn
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Sadness

Sadness
is a rain drop
falling
around the world
of a lonely man.

Brandon Kemp

The Snake Trail
When I walk down the snake trail
I feel the leaves crackling under
my feet and I like to touch old
rusted cars and the train tracks there,
and the vines hang down like
snakes, sometimes we find skulls
of coyotes and deer, and sometimes
snakes, and we like to get old
nails from the train tracks, there
are all these hatchets the Indians
used, and through this trail you can
smell fresh nature from the trees.
I hear the noises from birds and
other animals. I see pine trees and
weeping willows, and at the very
end you come to the river. And
when you hike up you wish you
could go back down, maybe you
can find some snakes that are
slippery and slickery when you touch
them.

Sadness
Sadness
is a cup of noodles
spilled
on the shirt
of a pretty girl.

Scott Rockers

The Blackberry Blues

Bo Peek

Blackberry needled Angel
Angel couldn't stand it no more
Now Angel tarred Blackberry
and Blackberry and Jello are poor.
Oh I got the blues, yeah,
I got the Blackberry Blues.

To Be a Microphone
I'm a microphone
that lives on stage.
From what I hear
from the janitor,
I'm in some place called
Las Vegas. All I do
is sit on this stand
until some man
that calls himself Wayne Newton
talks into the top of my head
and somehow
I feel important.

Maggie Benham

Alice Oakleaf
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My Ocean

What is in my ocean?
Fish, dolphins, and sharks are
swimming around my
head.
Pirate ships with treasure chests,
blowfish, turtles, and oyster
beads.
The Titanic and her stories
sleep on the sand at the bottom.

The Night at All Places

The moon rises as the sun
sets, and at the lagoon it' s quiet.
Nobody in the city is causing
any riot.

Mayme

Amelia Smith

The Evil Vaccum Cleaner Salesman and His Magic Shoes

The Evil Vaccum Cleaner Salesman and his magic shoes
tasted and saw dust everywhere.
He smelled smoke
in the air.
He could hear the giant
dust balls
rolling down
the stairs.
So he felt for the power
of his magic
shoes and they zapped
in a super-duper-pooperscooper vaccum
and he sucked
up the entire house
because, heyhe was evil!

Andrew Graham
Worms

Worms are little creatures. They are like
fractions. When you cut them in halt they
wiggle away and start a new day.

Reid Knabe
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A Big Tree By My Neighbor's House
A big old tree that I go to when I'm upset.
I climb the big tree, and I hear dogs barking, cars honking,
and neighbors saying get your dog off my property,
and what I like best is nobody knows where it is except me.

Sean Wood
Makeup
One time when I was 3 I tried to
put on make up. When I was done I
looked like a clown. When I was 6
I tried to put on make up. When I
was done I looked like a tiger.
When I was 9 I tried to put on make up.
When I was done I looked
like a ghost. When I was 12 I put
on make up. I looked like a teenager.

Godzilla
I' m a sad old reptile.
I've found that dancing
makes me happy,
not just any dancing,
but ballet! I've dreamt
of squeezing into my
bright, fluffy, pink tutu
that sparkles like stars in the sky.
Lights as bright as the sun and moon
would flash upon me, causing me
to shine like the heavens.
I would be showered
with flowers of love
as I leaped across the stage.
I know that this may not happen
because for some reason, when I jump,
people scream with fright in their voices;
they run away frantically!
I may accidentally
crush skyscrapers, cars,
and people; but I mean no harm.
I'm just doing what I love to do
with all my heart ... dancing!

Kelly Gillean

What's in My Closet?
In my closet
are monsters.
They have hairy backs
and big bug eyes.
But I am wise.
They can't get
me if I hide
in my covers.

Cole Lansden

Whitney Tharp
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The Mississippi Gulf Coast

For everyone who thinks Mississippi is another
state with water and casinos flooding the state, well, it
isn' t that way. A land near the Gulf Coast is just
another West Little Rock (in a way), for I have
seen it. The cold, dense air running through my
face. The crisp smell of just the same kind of
breakfast you get. The feel of water going through
your hand screaming waves come above shore
to wash all away the taste of New Orleans going
through your throat (even though it's far away)
and the sighs of light dying out and coming back to life.
So you see Mississippi is just a state of relaxation
to get away because Arkansas is just a mile away.

Philip Goddhart

Skeeter

Skeeter, skeeter
Super star
When I hit you
you'll go far.

Spring

Shannon Donahue

Green grass in the meadow.
Flowers blooming, angels watching
with their bright yellow halos,
church bells ringing, birds singing,
everybody saying hello.

Tim Goodhart
The Waterfall Creek

The solid rock under the water is covered w ith
algae, I hear the sounds of crickets chirping in the weeds
although I do not hear the hoot of the owl. I touch the sweet
soft smelling flower but can't touch its stem because of the thorns.
There are thousands of crawfish in the creek. There are trees
hanging over the creek that hide the bright shinin g sun.
There are frogs that jump from pad to pad as I read my book.
The smell is of clean fresh water and of dirty clay, but this is a good
smell. The water is so clear that I drink of it when I am thirsty.
This is like a secret home to me.

Erik Bailey
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Prairie Grove High School
Prairie Grove
Faculty Contact: Deborah Endris
Visiting Writers: Gavin Post & Brad Summerhill

Simple Things

As Lloyd was watching his grandson play and such that children do, he began
to think, and he believed that quite a few truths were revealed to him. Buddy,
Lloyd's grandson, was carrying on in such a manner that he seemed to be subconsciously concentrating, while on the surface seeming care-free.
As Buddy was playing with his yo-yo that he got for his birthday earlier that
year, Lloyd began to think. Lloyd began to be as one of the great philosophers of
ancient Greece as he said to Buddy, "Yes, my son, life is like playing with a yo-yo: if
you roll out good plans for your life, then you carefully perform these actions, your
life will go smoothly, just as a carefully wound yo-yo will spin smoothly if the person
using the yo-yo is careful and consciously aware to be precise."
After these words of philosophy, Buddy put his arms around his grandpa's
neck and said, "When I get old, will I be smart like you?"
Hearing these words, Lloyd just smiled.

Josh Rutherford
Children

Children pass by,
some in robes
or in wheelchairs,
others being carried
by doctors
or parents.

Anna Leonard

(untitled)

I'm pulling out of my driveway for the
very first time by myself. It feels like I'm on
my own. As I go past the houses on both
sides of the street, it feels good almost like birth
or your very first p u ppy dog.

Jason Arnold

Character Sketch

Aaleyiah is at Chuck E Cheese's playing contentedly by herself. I sit and watch
her from a distance as another little boy pushes her out of the way. Even though she is
sweet most of the time, this brings out her mean streak. She p u shes the little boy back
and he runs away. She runs to tell me what happened and that the boy had pushed
her first. Then she goes back to playing by herself. She looks over her shoulder again
just to make sure someone is watching her.

Rachel Carlton
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Remembering

("Remembering" cont.)

Her arms, long and slender,
reach out and pull me to
her. I breathe her in. There's
a smell of perfume and
shampoo. A smell I shall
never forget. I was making
a memory of my mother.
The one who uses people
to get what she wants.
She used me once. Now,
she has another daughter,
a new husband, a new
life, so I have been
tossed to the side. As
they say, out with the
old and in with the
new. But one day, yes
one day, she will reach
out to me. She will want
to pull me close. Perhaps
it will be when her
"new" husband
leaves her, just like the
others. Or perhaps it
will be when her "new"

daughter rebels, or sees
what her mother really
is and leaves. But whatever
the situation is, one day
she will come running
back to me, her arms
open, but I will be
nowhere to be found.
She had her chance.
She didn't want me
she told my father
so, and me. She told
me by giving me up
without a fight, by
never sending for me,
never writing to me,
and never calling. She
has proven this to me.
So one day, when she
comes running back, I
will be just out of
reach, with only my
memories of her, and
the days when we
were mother and daughter.

Alyssa Dye

(untitled)

All the branches are seconds from meeting the ground.
While fastly falling down you hear the cracking and popping
of the limbs just before you hear the thud of the tree
slapping the ground. I wasn' t standing far from the tree
when it was corning down. It felt as if I was in a car crash,
the tree coming faster and faster. I could almost smell
the pine roaring like a lion towards my helpless body.
The tree fell after, it seemed like, forever, missing
me by only inches.

Steven Brown
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Prescott Middle School
Prescott
Faculty Contact: Karen McKinnon
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Peter Kessler
The Turtle
The turtle had lumpy, hard
bumps on its green brown shell.
Old grasses stained its bottom
half section. The head was
silvery and glinting in the hot
afternoon sun. It had marks where
it had been in battles. The turtle
had large claw marks in its shell
half-grown over. Its feet were
brown leathery sapling stumps. It
had toenails like razor blades and
some were broken off. You could see
from the old polluted pond it had
crawled from. The turtle was very
dry from the sun on its back
all day from crawling through mowed
pastures very vulnerable for there
was nowhere to hide. I took
a pail of water and dumped it
on its now hard, rough, bumpy skin.
It looked relieved from having water
dumped on it from crawling all day
in the hot, hot sun. I took it
to another pond. It looked at me
puzzled but finally crawled off
into the pond's murky fish-filled
water.

Short
The very tiny hermit crab, whose
shell was green and gold, crawled across
the sandy beach to the edge of the
huge ocean.
Ashley Andrews

Girls at11

Cody St. Clair

Girls at eleven learn how to write
poetry. They feel good about
themselves. They rediscover how
to write in cursive. Something
fills them. Something that sounds
like a baby laughing.

Shay Smillie
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In the Magnificent
In the magnificent years of my life
I went to the ocean, the sea, around the
world, to China, to see the stores and went
to buy some of their clothes with designs
of their symbols, people, and their gods.

Kavonjalia Brown

The Armadillo

Once I shot an armadillo.
The armadillo was big, silky looking and
was digging in an ant bed. When I
shot, the bullet went very slowly, and
very loudly, and hit the animal. The armadillo
went up into the cold, damp morning air
about three feet, and fell nicely and perfectly,
and I told my mom and dad and sister.

Jay Dee Barnes

As I Drove
As I drove
down the dark
spooky
road with rocks
monsters and
deer then
I got scared
and pulled out
a gun and
loaded it
turned off the
safety aimed
the gun but
I didn't shoot

The Man and the Tree

I walked down the grown up trail
in the woods
for it was cold and time
to gather wood
then I saw it
the tree it
must have been
a hundred
years old
I thought and decided
it should die as
it lived
Naturally

Brody Joyce

Josh Glass
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Ringgold Elementary
Benton
Faculty Contact: Becky Huett
Visiting Writers: Bethany Edstrom & Brenda Moossy

(untitled: an acrostic)

Jet's wings are wide.
Oh, yes they are.
High they fly.
Night is falling.
Stars are shining.
Tonight is very cold.
Oh, yes it is.
Now we are going to sleep.

Jade Johnston

Gretel

My brother is so stupid.
He got himself locked up
and he got me cleaning for
that stinking witch that smells
like fish bones and her toilet
stinks and it's all dirty and her
dishes are nasty, her broom
is hard to sweep with
I don't know what I'm going to
do about this 'cause I don't have
no help 'cause my brother is locked
up and starving like a pig.

Cessalie Wilson

(untitled)
Anger

If I were a grizzly bear
I'd eat my brother.

Ryan feels anger.
Ryan smells anger.
He hears anger creeping up.
Anger looks like blood.
Ryan tastes anger and he counts to 10.

If I were a 5' boa constrictor
I'd strangle my brother.
If I were a star
I'd shine bright!

Caleb Hudson

Samantha Corrigan
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(untitled: an acrostic)

Jet black birds
Are in the trees.
Some are on the ground
Over the house.
None are running.

Jason Leon Thomas
Dopey

I think Grumpy better get his
act together. And I hate to get bossed
around by Doc. I hate diamond mining.
I'm tired of tripping all the time.
Why did they name me Dopey?
I am tireder of swallowing soap.
I am tireder of being too small.
I fell in the mud.
Oh. And I'm tired of Snow White.

(untitled: an acrostic)

Smart little boy
Mathematical One
Illustrator I am not
Thinking one
Hard to understand

Caleb Hudson

Preston Smith

(untitled)
If Dad were a math problem
the math problem would be hard.

Nikki Pripusich
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Rose Bud High School
Rose Bud
Faculty Contact: Orin Shaw
Visiting Writers: Tiffany Denman & Mary Stokes
Shin e

Skin

The girl with the button nose
And skin as pale as a ghost
Tries her hardest to shine even though
Her skin is raspberry-colored and swollen
From the tick bite on her toe.

Shine from the ghost
To the raspberries and continue
To move in a button
Way, and beware of the
Terrible god and the tick of his eye.

Josh Hurt

Krisha Murray
Never

Never to be lonely like that
Like the ragged alley cat
Like the poor man around the comer
Who's got a hole in his hat
Like the bear who sleeps in his cave like the bat
Like the kid who stares out the bedroom window
Like the old lady down the street
Who last year became a widow.

Jason Bailey

When the Birds Come Back

These are the days when the birds come back.
They come by the windows in huge flocks.
They come in sheets of brown and black.
The horizon is dark with walls of birds.
Yes, these are the days when the birds come back.

Danny Kagelbaum
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The World Will End in Fire

Some say the world will end in fire
Just like a stack of old tires.
When you get old
As it has been told
You will be put away
As if there wasn't another day
If the world was to end
I guess it would depend
On how God wants you to lay.

Donnie Ferguson

South

My friend and I carne from the South.
How we became angels I'll never know how.
Whenever we sew with a needle we take a bow.
We pick blackberries from a vine,
And we use the stars for signs.

Alex Rodgers

(untitled)

Through the ghost of the darkness,
and the ticks on the tree branches,
the shine of the moon on my feet,
the button of my jeans was loosely
hanging by the bush of the raspberry.

Kyle Borar
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II

Springdale High School
Springdale
Faculty Contact: Fran Flint
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray, Amy Nawrocki, James Katowich &
Troy Benowitz
Spring

Running with the blowing wind,
The sun is bright and high.
Everything is green and radiating with humidity.
The ground wet and moving with every step.

Derek Latino

Please Don't Shine

Twinkle, twinkle little star
please don't glitter, please don't shine,
get out of the front, fall in behind,
why refuse, just go along,
become one of the unhappy throng,
please don't glitter, please don't shine,
forfeit personality, lose your mind.
Your idea is too old to break the mold.
We'll make you full cause you're too small.
Like a healthy thumb on a sore hand,
after all, you're just a grain of sand.
Close your face or be erased
we'll make you full, cause you're too small.

Jeff Brown
Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks sits on a bus.
Rosa Parks refuses to budge.
All of the white officers and
all of their men, couldn't get her
up agam.

Brandi Hutchens
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Grandma's Pies
Apples

Aaah, the smell of pies!
People love my pies
"Grandma Sweet," they say, "what kind
of pies are these? We've never tasted
better!"
"Sweeties," I reply, "I would love to
give you my recipes because I love you,
but I promised my dear husband before
he died, I'd never give away our
precious secret."
I tell them I make the pies just
for them. But I make them just for
me. For my dead husband.
He was so easy to put to sleep.
He wasn't a nice man and I didn't
want him with me anymore. How silly
of him not to recognize a poison bottle
in the fridge.
Grind. Grind.
I grind the meat for my special pies.
Poor man, didn't he know I saw him
with her?
Didn't he think I'd do something?
Grind. Grind.
Oooh, a fingernail!
I remember his small fingernail.
How'd that get in there?
Though I got them all off.
Oooh, he'll be my best pie ever!

Sweet to taste
bright to the eye.
A bright new wagon on my birthday
A fresh speedy car
like Dorothy's slippers on my tongue
amazon tree frogs going down.

Le Ann Layman

Leather Chaps
In my favorite place

you hear the low rumble
of grumbling old men
and the chink of glasses toasting.
You hear the growling
of people concentrating and then
missing the shot.
This place is dirty
and old
and there is a
lady here
Who wears
bright red lipstick
and leather chaps
when she wears
her turban she
looks
like a Star Wars character
She doesn't like me very much
for although I smile at her
I am not a man.
I come home smelling
as I often do
of too many cigarettes
and dingy air.
But still
it is my favorite place.

Lana Hancock

Peach

Sphere of brilliant colors
yellow towards the center
glowing orange and red
painting the sky as it sets.

Lauren Thomas

Kyndl Brunson
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House of Mirrors

Short Lived

Here I stand with this fake
grin on my face
I can always go wash it off,
But who wants balloons from
an old man in goofy looking clothes?
Then again, I could always change
those too.
You think I don't know what you say
behind my back
How ignorant do you think I am?
"Poor old man," "What a dork," and
soon.
No need for an apology, though
You can' t be held responsible for
your remarks.
It's not your fault
It's society as a whole
To be quite frank
I look just as you do with all this
make-up and these goofy clothes
It's funny
I see more of your true face on
Halloween
So, I remain standing here
Fake grin and all
I mean at least at the end of my
shift, I can wash up and change.
I don' t continue to wear it
As some of you tend to do.

I see the front room light come on
again at a three four three
I sneak to the door once more
hoping mommy doesn't see me
I know of the time
because
of the clock
Mommy said was from Santa Claus
Mommy is holding her head again
Waiting for daddy to get home
She says he does this every week
because he is alone
I jump back in fright
as daddy almost falls in the door
I could smell the alcohol
as daddy hit the floor
Mommy has jumped to her feet
but it is too late
I am seen by my door
and have met my unknown fate
My eyes are wide
as tears flowed out
and daddy grabs my arm
and he begins to shout
My ears are ringing
and I'm losing my breath
I am only five years old
and already I know death

Honest to Goodness,
I pity those who pity me
Now, the tables have turned
Am I still the poor old loser you
once thought me to be?
Am I still
the loser

Mommy is yelling
"Stretch please stop"
he has shaken me so much
I have already dropped

Ashlee Mast

I look down on my mommy now
from this white, fluffy place above
and hear her beautiful prayer to me
that begins and ends with love.
Wendy Napier
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The Doctor
I hope that no one realizes I'm naked under
my lab coat. There was a close call the last time
someone opened the O.R. door but I got over it. Here
comes the patient already prepped, time to get down to
business. They stop the cart right in front of me. Ahh
e gas. One for you three for me. Nurse doesn't find my
little joke funny, so she takes away my toy and hands
me a scalpel, the most basic and widely used tool in surgery.
I start the incision right below the left rib,
getting dirty looks from everyone. So I move on to the
stomach where I continue to get looks. So I move to
the head, the looks disappear. Vultures, always circling
around me, watching my every move. So I begin to cut
from the top of the head to wherever, let's say
the u. Whoa, that's a lot of blood. Suddenly everything
turns different shades of black and the floor rushes up
to meet me. Later when I awaken from some God
awful smell under my nose, I realize that
my secret got out now everyone realizes
"' hat's under my labcoat. Hee heel

Hicks

Blue Sky Funeral
A funeral on a sunny summer day.
A father I have never known.
Am I horrible for not wanting to stay?
I could be shopping,
painting, or finishing my book.
Everyone sobs, sobs for a man with no emotions.
Why are they sobbing so?
He would not shed a tear for them.
Is it disgusting that I dislike him so?
The trumpets blare,
He is being lowered down.
A weight in my mind has been let go.
Yet more weight is brought forth.
Am I a bad person?

Loretta Perry
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Sylvan Hills High School
Sherwood
Faculty Contact: Shannon Baker
Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & James Katowich
Jeanie
I wait for the day someone gives
me a reason to go.
With a Virginia Slim
in my hand on my way
to the Handy Komer as my sole
friend told me a college degree
and work at a gas station.
Cruising in my Mazda on the
way back going home, where
dirty countertops await to
be cleaned and my hands to
pick up dirty jeans
left by Cecil for whom nothing is
good enough.

Tiphanie Bariola

Mama Mattie

Oh child let me tell you about
da thangs datI done seen,
Miss Attie Mae rode up this
here rode yesterday like a bat
out of hell,
Now she otta know dat if
her husban' seen her driving
like that he'd raise hell and
it'd be worse then da Spanish America war.
Now Bobby Roy came here with
dem damn horses kicking up
all that dirt again.
He ain't gone never get no prize
for them at carnival
He otta go and just let em die.
Oh child I'll be back my peas
es burning.

Monique Gibbs
(untitled)
My eyes is as wet as the sea my heart is
as weak as an old battery my life is as deep and dark
as a hole. Sure my life is right to people but
it's just not right to me. I wish I could change the
way I feel everything I do feels like a crossword
puzzle confused blown away like the wind I wish
I was a new person starting off my life the
way that I want it to be from now. Everything's
so wrong what can I do to change the way I
feel. I feel like an old dirty dog trying to find
someone to hold me.

Cedric Shaw
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Their House

Shiny foil against the windows
The peephole discerned who came in
Walls dingy from smoke
Back rooms piled with junk
Hollering wet mouths
Hollering from the back yard
with a swan among them
A beautiful, black, slick, beady small-eyed
doberman pincher.
The barks faded with the scraped, paintchipped doors shut and locked
and locked
and locked again
raided last week left in shams
A tug from Sarah 5 years old
toward her Care Bear-playing VCR.
Uneasy to sit anywhere but at
the kitchen table
The chipper and urine from
a Fat hamster Red caught my eye.
No guinea pig, not rodent, no rat.

Tiphanie Barida

Trucker
I can hear the rumbling

of my engine as we struggle to claim
this lonely hill
I can't stop thinking
of my wife
missing her smell
her touch
her feel
It's raining now
I wonder can she feel it
is it raining on her
bonding us together.

Darnell Feltto

Shelter

I step from the forest into a clearing
where before me I can see the looming pillars
The cement foundations all that remains
of what I assume used to be a factory
Long, cement tunnels run beneath the foundation
once they were filled with running water
speeding past turbines which turned, creating energy
so women could work their jobs to pay for their lives.
Now those tunnels are damp and decrepit
Roots hanging from holes in the top that pour in light
The ground is soft. But not quite mud
It makes a good shelter for creatures, from the rain.

Anthony Medley
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Umpire High & Dierks Elementary
Umpire & Dierks
Faculty Contact: Linda Kitchens & Julia Moore
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Amy Nawrocki

Mother Nature
When I lie in bed
I can see
her arm
full of fire
reach from a cloud
and punish
the ground.
I hear
her shout
boom
boom.
I hear her whistle
and her laughing.
I even see
her tears
falling from the sky.

Lady Bugs
Umbrellas on the ground
scattering beautiful gardens
warning off enemies
to take flight.

Jeri Pinson

Butterflies

Ben McLaughlin

Tiny Aphrodites
gliding through clouds
on wings of stained glass.

Amber Baber

Flies
Resembling my younger cousin grating on
my last nerve. Buzzing like a car alarm,
eyes that are unnoticeable to me. Its potter's
wheel firmly behind its coal black body,
like milk.

Darren Baber
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(untitled)

I am watching douds in the sky.
They move and form a variety of figures
Like a school bus
they come and go
they come and go
I watch as more spilled milk on my
mother's blue shirt changes.
Dragons, castles, hands, all form.
Suddenly, darkness breaks through the
blue glass. The douds diminish and
the moon appears.
I am watching the moon in the skyit moves and forms a variety of figures ...

Kara Manasco
The Trip to the Honeysuckle Patch

On the trip I saw
A tractor mowing the grass.
The trees blowing in the breeze.
Of course there's always a Coke can.
But finally I had made it to the patch.
Then when I got there,
I sucked till I couldn't anymore.
Jimmie Ward
A Summer in the Park

Water rushing upon the banks,
it tastes like watermelon juice.
Boats going across the water,
smells like a breeze.
Cars going so slow,
you think you could just reach out and touch
them.

Jimmie Ward
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Vancove Hatfield Elementary Schools
Van-Cove/ Hatfield
Faculty Contact: Jennifer Boogaart & Patty Pate
Visiting Writers: Chris Carpenter & Peter Kessler

The Showdown
There I stood in its path. Armed with a screwdriver, I ran at the tornado. I guess it
was surprised that I actually went after him. Orange juice swirled round and round
inside of it. With no one around, just brownish yellow sand all around, for I chased
him into the desert away from anyone to hurt. Then it turned on me and sprayed
orange juice all in my face. It was very old and foul-tasting juice. It burned my eyes.
Then I ran at it and body-slammed it on the ground. Then I shoved my screwdriver
straight through it. Now the wind was calm and everyone was safe.

Rocky Christensen
Hatfield
There is an old run-down
West Valley Community building
all locked up and alone it sits
with barely any paint at all.
Poison ivy vines almost block
it from the world's view. I
will always remember this building.

Rocky Christensen
Oh Brother
Oh brother in the pond so deep
as sad as my poor heart as
the cook is whetting his knife
to take away my tender life
Haiku

David Smalley

The big blue monkey
Climbed the very high big blue tree
And ate a blue ant.

Chris Hexamer
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Beanie Babies
Beanies Babies
Monet paintings
clothes on the floor
junk about to explode
out of my closet door
I eat my breakfast in a hurry
then go outside and play
when I come in my mom will say,
"How'd you get so dirty?!"
Then I'll take a bath
and brush my hair
practice the piano
while sitting on a creeky chair
this is a day in my home
it's more of a place where buffalo
have charged instead of roamed

Rough
Where I am from,
I know you've never been.
When I was less than ten
My sister and
I would pretend to run away
to another place that no one knows
even exists,
our hidden blackberry patch.
·
We would run away when my mom
was sleeping soundly on the couch,
and not return until we were
covered in berry juice,
so dark red with a touch of black.
We run in quickly,
but can't avoid my worried
mom waiting at the door.
I

Brooke Dutton

Lisa McCullen
I Stood Here

I stood here alone thinking of the times I had here.
I hear the voices of my parents and my sister.
I hear the wind blowing against the house.
I smell the fresh air.
It was the place I was raised.
I remember waiting for my sister to get off the bus.
All the parties and friends.
The house is empty now.
At the age of 6 my parents were divorced.
We moved out I miss that house.
Dog

Chase Fairless

Dodging cars that pass by
just swallowed a yellow butterfly
rolling in stuff too gruesome to say
but is a good friend on a lonely day.

Brooke Dutton
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West Campus High School
Fayetteville
Faculty Contact: Sara Day & Annette Windham
Visiting Writers: Brenda Moossy & Gavin Post

One More Day of Strong Work
It's an early morning, and knowing
it's going to be a long day,
you want to cry.

("One More Day" ... cont.)

Every morning you awake
to a youngster banging on the door.

At school, you try not to fall
asleep when listening to the professors
discuss a lesson

With that in mind, you don't want
to get up as you look at the clock
and notice it's only 5:30.

Your friends are making plans
for the week-end, but you know
those hopes are up for you,
because of that one large
responsibility.

Your morning has just begun.
Diaper, feed, and dress your child,
hope that for that day, she will
cooperate with you.

At the end of the day, you hurry
home to get started on cleaning
those counter-tops of an inch thick
over grease, and doing the laundry
of a musky smell of mildew ...
know if you don't,
then it would never get done.

Your hopes are up. She begins
to fight with you about putting her coat
on or getting her bags ready to roll off
to school that early in the morning.
As you try to proceed in getting
yourself ready for your long day
of everyday activities at school, she
continues to cry. Eventually, it turns
into a long morning of bloody screaming.

Your child comes home
and is completely awake and ready
to be that terrible two-year-old stage
until she goes to bed.
By then it's time to finish
your school activities and only then
able to go to bed at a decent
time and ready to start again
the next day not knowing,
it could be worse.

Marie Sales
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Drunk on the Ever-Flowing River of Love

Gripping the edge of this bottomless
cliff-fingers slipping falling fading away
Hungry as the beast after unsuccessfully
chasing prey
Tortured as the lamb hanging from the
rope
I lick my lips
I have the belly of a beast

Paul Lavelle
Anger
Adam, Why Do You Suppose

It tasted like rotten bile
through razor-wired lungs

"Adam, why do you suppose
the things happened as they did?
Isn't God the creator of all?
Is there a reason, a plan
do you think, that created the
evil force that brought upon
the snake?"

It was the feel of scaly hands
wrapped in a final farewell
around a soft white throat
The steam rising from the burning
red flesh of an over-abused face

"Why would the Lord make
such a rule, then create a
serpent, for one who is fooled?"

Words running continually
in front of the eyes
Glazed over in the darkest of ebony
Uncontrolled convulsions streaming
like a river through blood-filled veins

"What are my chances with
curiosity-when one twisted
animal was created with
such virtuosity?"

Scorching turning fury-filled
any sane thought that might approach

Stepluznie Anglin

Then.... relaxation
Fury gone, the muscles let go
Now my antagonist out of sight
Now my self-destruction released

April Kilpatrick
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West Fork Middle
West Fork
Faculty Contact: Dorothy Carney
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Mark Cherry
I'm Afraid of the Dark

You're lying in your bed and you're feeling kind
of sleepy. You cuddle with your blanky and the furniture
starts creeping. Is that eyeballs in the closet, there's
a mummy on a ball. There's something big and scary
casting shadows on the wall. The door swings open
a being walks in. "Are you all right, Brad?" It's your dad
or is it?
Anonymous
Why Do Dragons Blow Fire?

One dragon had a craving for hot food
so he ate a Giant jalapeno
it was so good he told his friends.
They ate so much
it was causing fire inside them.
Then a dragon coughed and
out came fire.

Horses

Amanda Avery

Horses remind me of
running free in the wind
holding my head high in
the sky letting my hair
blow in the wind, like
swimming through cold water
with my eyes looking at
the beautiful bright colored
leaves on the really tall
trees over the mountains.
The mountains look like
jagged rocks under my
feet but up in the sky.
The trees look like
ice cream on a cone.

Time

Time is a tricky
little thing, and
it never stops
to think why am
I time when I
could be a lime, all
sour, not sweet?
RobertS.

Stephanie Harrison
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Rain

The rain reminds me of a lonely chill moving
down my body, feeling silky and wet, washing my
worst feelings away.
It sounds like the thumping of gravel pounding
against a tin board, looking like a blue crystal
that has just been melted in the sunlight.

Brett Blevins

(untitled)

A bird reminds me of
discovery and the wind,
total freedom, sightseeing in Alaska and
a clumsy professor.
Fear

Fear reminds me
Of a dark place.
Fear also reminds me of
Being chased by a big slimy
Monster and my heart feels like
It's in my throat thumping
All the time it's chasing me
I can smell his reek
Behind me.

Caleb Burrough

Mrs. Carney's 6th grade class

The Moon

The moon is like an enormous
coin
That all yearn for
But no one can have.
Its grin can mock or bring
happiness.
Either way makes one want it
more.
Some nights it is invisible
To people like you and me
But always it will return
As a perfect shining coin.

Russel Hensley
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West Junior High
West Memphis
Faculty Contact: Francis O'Dea
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone & Peter Kessler
Soul
I've tried to picture it the best I can,
And what I came up with was,
It's dark at my hand.
A couple of years ago maybe a faded light,
But look at it now you see nothing but night.
Not one spec of whiteness.
Oh, yes, only darkness.
Life tied down and put on a harness.
No one even thinks when they call my name.
They think it's cool that I do what I do,
But they could never understand my pain.
I am not afraid of death, No fear will you see.
But with that same respect I know.
Death does not fear me.

Planes
Planes are like birds without
feathers or beaks.
They let you roar over mountains
and the highest peaks.
They let you see how many things
are stored upon the earth.

Clint Smith

And let you see how Mother
Nature has given birth.

The Wild ...
The wild, untamed storm let
out its anger. The rain was like
buckets of water being poured all
over. The lightning blinding as
it painted the sky in one second.
The sound of a giant followed the
light show as it shook my house
as if it were a play toy. It threw
little spinning babies out its long,
tunneling mouth to tear all the houses
in its way to little pieces.
The next morning all was clam.
The sun shone brighter than ever
before. The only proof of this
wild, untamed storm was the damage
it left behind.
April Wheeless
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Many times have I wondered
how they fly.
How planes lift you up
way, way in the sky.
Lots of people try to
fly in them with all their
might.
But you will never catch me
in one for I am afraid of
heights.
Marcus Wallace

Sitting in a Field ...

Sitting in a field far from everyday life
old, rusted, and worn out from the past time of its life
sitting all alone dreaming of yesterday
When the young farmer boys played in its hay
memories of long summer days and endless
autumn nights
Springtime meadows and skies filled with kites
flowers and weeds have grown up on its side
and waist high grass grown far away to high
the sun shines down on it with a million rays of light
as fire flies surround it in the dark of night.

Danielle Griggs
Breeze Blowing Freely

Life

The rising of the sun, so magnificent
with its bright yellows and oranges and
reds. Oh, how the light breaks through the
window, to warm up the cold cold floor.
Spring has come, again winter has
left us. The gorgeous flowers coming from
their beds so warm. Coming into the beauty
of the new day. Oh, how their beauty shines.
A child, so new in the world, sees
its mother and smiles. So young and still it
knows how loved it is. Oh, how much
joy this oh so breathtaking child brings to all.
From everything comes life and from
Life there comes beauty. Just open your eyes.

Allison Weaver
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Breeze blowing freely
Winds all around
Beautiful, miraculous, sparkling
trees wisping like butterflies
in the cold wonderful
wisping wind
calling you to see
calling everyone from all around,
from here, there, and anywhere
to see the wonderful breeze
that blows freely, wistfully
through the air and all day.

Amanda Carter

Westside Elementary
DeWitt
Faculty Contact: Marilyn Smith
Visiting Writers: Jamie Simpson & Veronica Schuder
What's in My Ears?
Common things like hearing
laughter of children that just won
a softball game. Gooey stuff when I
touch my dirty ears. When I try to taste
my ear wax it taste like a trunk full of livers.
When I see the orange yellowish ear wax
that came from my ear. When I smell my
ear wax it smells like old, dirty socks
that have been in a hot place without
being washed for eight years.

Lina the Dog
As she runs
like a cheetah
through the house
and into the yard
then she grow Is
like a lion
at a bird
and howls
like a wolf
at the moon
then she lies
as flat
as a board
while she sleeps
like a baby.

Heather Brown

Kassidy ]ones
The Neon Moon

When we have a neon moon
it looks very cool, we
also have a spicy sunflower seed,
I sometimes try to chase the moon
but it never slows down.

Drip

]arod Hill

Drip, Drip, Drip,
I wonder will the
dripping noise ever
stop. I tried to bum
the water but it
just put out the fire.

]arod Hill
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How To Make a Dragonfly
Get a dragon red couple of peppers and a fly.
Put them together and you got a dragon.

Joseph Schimmel

Ku Ku Clock
Tick tock
tick tock goes the ku ku clock
over, over, and over
chirping
Birds popping in and out
every time I tum around
yellows, oranges, browns
of the birds fly by
like the flash of a camera
or the flight of a bird.
I hear the wind whipping
when the birds fly by
cause they go so fast
One after another
one bird, two birds, on and on
never ever stopping
Flying by my face
like they're coming after me.
When the birds finally stop
it seems as if it starts
as soon as it stops.

Rainbow Safari
I'm on a rainbow safari
in the jungle. I stumble
on something but it's too smokey to see.
There's a neon orange elm tree.
As I raise my camera to take
a picture, a bitter bubble
crossed my face. There was a cricket
swimming in a sunflower puddle.
I took my picture and went home
and there it was in my picture
the rainbow I searched for.

Megan Thompson

Nikki Helms
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1998-1999 Arkansas Writers in the Schools
Visiting Writers
Troy Benowitz has published poetry in Leg Show, The Oakland Review and The
N orthwest Arkansas Times. He also participates in poetry readings.
Paul Bone teaches writing and literature at the University of Arkansas. A native of
Illinois accustomed to muddy rivers and a thick layer of topsoil, he is still getting used
to the clear water and hills of Arkansas while writing poems, some of which have been
printed in Farmer's Market, Quarterly West, Grassroots and The Cream City Review.
Michael Carragher has published the book A World Full of Places and Other Stories, won
a University of Arkansas Lily Peter Fellowship for fiction, and is published in numerous magazines.
Chris Carpenter's fiction has appeared in The Cimmaron Review and Aethlon. He is the
recipient of Lily Peter and Truman Capote fellowships.
Sean Chapman has published poems in Zone 3, The Laurel Review, Aethlon Journal of
Sports Literature, Louisiana Literature, Without Halos and elsewhere. He is a director of
Arkansas Writers in the Schools.
Mark Cherry loves baseball and barbecue. He is a fiction writer from Tennessee.
.:;.. Tiffany Denman is a Master Lecturer and translator of Icelandic at the University of
Arkansas.
Michael Downs, for two years a director of Arkansas Writers in the Schools, is a former newspaper reporter whose fiction has appeared in Michigan Quarterly Review and
Blue Mesa Review. He has won fellowships in fiction from the University of Arkansas
and the Truman Capote Literary Trust.
·- _.. Bethany Edstrom received her B.A. in Literature and Creative Writing from Dartmouth
College in New Hampshire. She has received Lily Peter Fellowships in poetry and fiction for the 1999-2000 academic year and has work forthcoming in The Chariton Review.
She has also received a fellowship to the Vermont Studio Center.
Laura Gray earned her BA in English and Political Science from the University of
North Alabama and her MA in English from the University of Montevallo. Her poetry
has appeared in The Elk River Review.
RobGriffith was twice the recipient of the Felix Christopher McKean Award for poetry. He won a Lily Peter fellowship in 1998, and is the author of a chapbook, Necessary
Alchemy. He won the ACM award for poetry in 1999, was nominated for a Pushcart
Prize, and has work forthcoming in Poetry.
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Cathy Hunter has written plays, and her fiction was published by the University of
.- -Nebraska. She is currently a graduate student in creative writing at the University of
Arkansas.
James Katowich is a two-time recipient of the University of Arkansas' Baucum
Faulkerson Award for Fiction, most recently in 1997. He is a winner of fellowships in
fiction from the University of Arkansas and the Truman Capote Literary Trust.
Peter Kessler won Lily Peter Fellowships in 1998 and 1999. He has also received a
Truman Capote fellowship and has published a short story in Gulf Coast.
Melanie McDonald has published fiction in A Literary Bent, Indigenous Fiction, and
Fugue, and her fiction has been nominated for the Harrison Award. Her poems have
appeared in Voices International and Silver Wings.
_ Brenda Moossy is the recipient of a Lily Peter Fellowship in fiction in 1999. She is a
champion slam poet and has performed her work all over the country.
Amy Nawrocki teaches English as a graduate assistant at the University of Arkansas.
She is the incoming director of Writers in the Schools.
,_/ Bill Notter received a Lily Peter Fellowship from the University of Arkansas in 1999
and won first prize in the Chester H. Jones Foundation poetry contest.
Alison Pelegrin is a director of Arkansas Writers in the Schools. She is the recipient of
the John Clellon Holmes Award and was twice nominated for a Pushcart Prize. She
has published poems in Shenandoah, The Seattle Review and The Indiana Review and is
the author of a chapbook, Dancing with the One-Armed Man.
c-

Gavin Post is a graduate student in the creative writing program at the University of
Arkansas. Before coming to Fayetteville, he taught school children in Africa.
Laura Runyan received a degree in philosophy from Iowa State University. She is currently a student in the Writing program at the University of Arkansas.
Veronica Schuder has published poems in The Ohio Review, The Formalist, and Black
Dirt. She was also the director of the reading series at the University of Arkansas in
1999.
Carol Sickman-Gamer was a nominee for the 1997 Henfield / Transatlantic Review
Prize.
Jamie Simpson was formerly the editor of the arts quarterly Gypsy Blood Review. She
has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and an AWP Intro Award in 1997. Her poetry
has been published in The Birmingham Poetry Review, The Oxford American, and The New
Orleans Review.
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Maria Stafford is a graduate teaching assistant in English at the University of
Arkansas, working toward her Masters of Fine Arts degree in Creative Writing.
Mary Stokes has published poems in Press and The Laurel Review. A native of Georgia,
_,.,. . . . she is the former editor of Stillpoint Literary Magazine.
Brad Summerhill is a writer from Reno, Nevada. His is the recipient of a 1998 Lily
Peter Fellowship in fiction and a 1999 Lily Peter Fellowship for translation. As a former
journalist, his articles have appeared in numerous publications.
Zack Thomas is a graduate teaching assistant in English at the University of Arkansas.
He is the first recipient of the Harrison Award in fiction.
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1998-1999 ARKANSAS WRITERS IN THE SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Acorn Elementary
Ahlf Junior High
Anna Strong Elementary
Arch Ford Educational Service Cooperative
Augusta Elementary
Ballman Elementary
Benton Junior High
Bradford Elementary
Bryant Junior High
Caldwell Elementary
Cave City High
Central High
Crittenden Arts Council
Crawfordsville Junior High & Dunbar Elementary
Faulk Elementary & St. Michael's
Forrest City High & Hughes High
Marion High School & Junior High
West Memphis Christian School & Turrell High
West Junior High
Deer Elementary
Delight Elementary
Dover Intermediate
Dunbar Magnet Junior High
England High
Gardner Junior High
Gene George Elementary
Genoa Elementary
Gosnell High
Greenland Elementary
Harrisburg Elementary
Harvey Jones Elementary
Horace Mann Junior High
Huttig High
Junction City Elementary
Kensett Elementary
Lockesburg Elementary
Lonoke Middle
Manila Elementary & High
Maynard High
Mena High
Mountain View Elementary
Mount Ida Elementary & High
Oak Ridge Central
Orr Elementary
Osceola Middle
Otter Creek Elementary
Our Lady of the Holy Souls
Prairie Grove High
Prescott Middle
Ringgold Elementary
Rose Bud High
Sp¥ingdale High
Sylvan Hills High
Umpire High & Dierks Elementary
Vancove & Hatfield Elementary
West Campus High
West Fork Middle
West Junior High
Westside Elementary

